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Feel Yourself a Student!

Dear friends, I would like to give to you an interesting and reliable antenna theory. Hours searching in the web
gave me lots theoretical information about antennas. Really, at first I did not know what information to choose
for ANTENTOP. Finally, I stopped on lectures “Modern Antennas in Wireless Telecommunications” written by
Prof. Natalia K. Nikolova from McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada.

You ask me: Why?

Well, I have read many textbooks on Antennas, both, as in Russian as in English. So, I have the possibility to
compare different textbook, and I think, that the lectures give knowledge in antenna field in great way.  Here first
lecture “Introduction into Antenna Study” is here. Next issues of ANTENTOP will contain some other lectures.

So, feel yourself a student! Go to Antenna Studies!

I.G.

My Friends, the above placed Intro was given at ANTENTOP- 01- 2003 to Antennas Lectures.

Now I know, that the Lecture is one of popular topics of ANTENTOP. Every Antenna Lecture
was downloaded more than 1000 times!

Now I want to present to you one more very interesting Lecture 06- it is a Lecture Friis
Transmission Equation and the Radar Range Equation. I believe, you cannot find such info
anywhere for free! Very interesting and very useful info for every ham, for every radio-
engineer.

So, feel yourself a student! Go to Antenna Studies!

I.G.

McMaster  University Hall Prof. Natalia K.
Nikolova

Friis Transmission Equation and the Radar Range Equation

by Prof. Natalia K. Nikolova
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The Three L-Antennas
Wide – Equal - Tall

Dick Reid, KK4OBI

A space saving antenna in the form of an upright L has
been around the amateur radio world for a long time.
References are found back to a QST article in the 60’s
(Reference 1), the ARRL Antenna Handbook in the
70’s through 90’s (Reference 2) and to L. B. Cebik’s
(References 3,4) and Craig LaBarge’s (Reference 5)
writings in recent years. Commercial designs are seen
in the Buddipole TM (Reference 6), MFJ-1790
(Reference 7) and the CrankIR antennas (Reference
8). By the use of antenna modeling software
(Reference 10), this article is to expand our general
knowledge relative to angle-of-bend and off-center-
feed (OCF) configurations of the L-Antenna.

The L-antenna can be looked at as a center-fed dipole
bent in the middle or… a vertical monopole with a
single radial. At an elevation one-half wavelength a
straight vertical dipole has about 1.6 dBi gain (decibel
isotropic). The L form however has gain around 4 dBi
in the direction where the radial is pointing.
Depending on ground conditions and mounting height,
the impedance is around 40 ohms making the
configuration a decent match for 50 ohm coaxial cable.

Since the impedance of a vertical dipole is around 70
ohms, there obviously is a 50 ohm point somewhere
between 0° down and a bend of  90° horizontal…
usually near 75° (or 15° below horizontal).  Gain at this
point is around 3 dBi.

Interestingly, as the arm/radial continues to be raised
above horizontal, the impedance declines to around
30 ohms, the Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) approaches
2:1 but the gain of the vertical monopole increases up
to 5 dBi….  several times the gain of a vertical dipole.

Off-Center-Feed (OCF)

In practice and in antenna modeling studies it is
observed that the impedance of a horizontal dipole
rises as the feed point moves away from center.
Resonant frequency and gain remain the same. Just
impedance changes. This technique is used when
tuning low-impedance antennas like a J-Pole or when
using a Gamma Match or Delta Match on multi-
element beams. Tall ground plane antennas with short
radials are also off-center designs.

Figure 2 following is a generalized impedance graph
of what happens when feeding off-center.

Question: If an antenna has low impedance fed at the
mid-point, where is 50 ohms? For example, a half-
wave at 10 meters is 5 meters long. From the graph
the usual OCF ratio of 0.67 (2/3) looks like a good
guess for a starting point.  That means we start with
one arm at 0.67 x 5 meters = 3.35 meters long. The
other arm is 5 meters minus 3.35 = 1.65 meters long.

The L-Antenna

So simple.  So easy to tune.  Just hang up a wire or put
up a pole and run another adjustable length wire or
pole off to the side.  Connect your coax at the bend.  It
really does not matter how you connect the coax. It
really does not matter how long is the vertical arm.
Simply tune by adjusting the length of the side arm.
The total length of the two arms will end up around a
half wavelength.

Figure 1
Angle Vs Impedance for L- Antenna
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Figure 2
Generalized Impedance Graph for Off Center Dipole Antenna

Tuning: If the impedance is high at 0.67, the ratio is
high.  If the impedance is low, the ratio is low.
Adjust accordingly. Simple!

Advice: Use a choke balun at the feedpoint.  The
farther off-center, the greater the current imbalance
between arms, the more “common mode” current on a
coaxial feed line.  Common mode current problems
cause change in tuning if you touch the cable,
sometimes tingling or “bites” to face and lips when
transmitting.  RF radiating from the coax can couple
with nearby electronics or AC power lines to affect TV,
radios, clocks as well as control devices like alarms,
thermostats and monitors.

Equal,  Wide  and  Tall  L-Antennas

The Equal L-Antenna

With “equal” arms, the horizontal arm is slightly longer
at resonance due to the effect of ground. The arm-to-
arm ratio therefore is not exactly 0.5.  Impedance is
around 40 ohms.  SWR can be as low as 1.2-1.3:1.  RF
polarization is equally horizontal and vertical.

The principles of OCF apply very well for L-antennas.
The Wide or Vertical characteristic can emphasized by
making OCF ratios smaller or larger.

The Wide L-Antenna

As the off-center feedpoint ratio goes less than 0.5,
the L-antenna becomes wider and the impedance
rises towards 50 Ohms.  The antenna hears and talks
more like a horizontal dipole as the SWR approaches
1:1.

The Tall L-Antenna

As the off-center feedpoint ratio goes greater than 0.5,
the L-Antenna becomes taller and the impedance rises
towards 50 Oms.  It hears and talks more like a
vertical antenna as the SWR approaches 1:1.

Based on modeling software, Figure 3 below
summarizes the results as the feedpoint of an L-
Antenna is changed by 0.05 (5%)  increments around
the center 0.50 ratio.

www.antentop.org Page-13
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Figure 3

Summarizing the Results as the Feedpoint of an L-Antenna is Changed by 0.05 (5%) Increments Around the
Center 0.50 ratio

It is clear that an L-Antenna is easy to tune at any up-
bend ratio between about 0.35 and 0.65; and with
effort, out to a 0.25 or 0.75 ratio.
For hams wishing to fine-tune their L-Antennas, 0.40
and 0.60 are the magic points.

Note that there is an impedance effect caused by
ground coupling as the horizontal arm gets longer. The
Wide L-Antenna cannot quite get to a 1:1 SWR.

Of particular interest is that L-antennas have both
vertical and horizontal polarization. The ARRL Antenna
Book says: “Some immunity from fading during
reception can be had by using two receivers on
separate antenna, preferably with different
polarizations” (Reference 9).

In this case there are different polarizations on one
antenna.  The resulting effect of reduced fading can be
heard on DX signals by switching between an L-
Antenna and a conventional dipole.  For nearby
communications, an L-Antenna makes all the
difference in hitting repeaters and talking to hams with
verticals, dipoles or yagis.

The Tall-L Antenna

When the vertical arm is tall, the length of a 90° side
arm can be adjusted to resonate the antenna to the
desired frequency.  The SWR match of a Tall-L
antenns can be better than the Equal-L Antenna.
Depending on elevation, ground and diameter of the
wires or tubes used, there will be some ratio between
the length of the vertical and horizontal arms that will
give the best match to a 50 ohm coaxial cable.
Anywhere up to a 2/3 up-bend ratio works.
Understanding this you can easily tune any vertical
radiator. The total length will always be about ½
wavelength.

This tall L-configuration has the distinct functions of a
vertical in that it is generally quieter than a dipole and
performs well for DX.  It can be a good choice when
listening around the band.
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It has another notable feature.  It develops a horizontal
component from  the side arm. This gives some
directionality and gain over a simple vertical antenna.
The directionality is a bit more broadside to the side
arm but generally semi-circular as seen in Figure 5.
The angle of the side arm can be used for tuning using
ratios as tall as a 3/4 up-bend .  Ratio and arm angle
influence the direction of maximum gain.

Modeling

Antenna modeling software can optimize a vertical
dipole into the tall OCF form.

Using that capability, Figure 4 below shows what
happens to a Tall OCF dipole as the shorter lower arm
is swung upwards in 15° increments from 0° (down), to
90° (horizontal), to 150° (60° up).

Standard conditions are: 2/3-1/3 ratio, #14 AWG, ½
wavelength feedpoint elevation, over “real ground”.

 The lowest SWR occurs with the variable arm
at 105°… 15° above horizontal.

 The gain of the Tall-L Antenna is over twice
that of the OCF vertical dipole at 0°.

Figure 4

SWR and Gain at Tal OCF Dipole when Shorter Lower Arm is Swung Upwards

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Model Example (Figure 5)

Conditions: 4NEC2 software (Reference 10) model of
a Tall-L Antenna, fed at ½ wavelength over real ground
using #14 wire, optimized at 28.4 MHz.
Predicted dimensions: Vertical arm: 3.147 meters tall;
Horizontal arm: 2.08 meters long.
Total length: 5.227 meters at 60-40 ratio.
Impedance: 50.5 –j0.43; SWR: 1.01; Gain: 2.69 dBi

At page 16 is the 3D view and horizontal/vertical polar
graph produced by the model.

Note: the radiation pattern is 2.69 dBi on the
hemisphere towards the side arm. The opposite side
has 0.01 dBi gain therefore signals are about half as
loud from the back hemisphere. Compare this with an
omni-directional 1.5 dBi circle which is the norm for a
vertical antenna.

Observe the 10-degree low angle radiation for DX and
the stronger signal at a 40-degree upward angle.  No
energy is wasted skyward.

This is a good configuration for general, all-around
band scanning because it will hear polarized signals
that might otherwise be too weak.
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If a second horizontal arm is added at 180° opposite
and both are tuned by length to the desired frequency,
the radiation field balances.  The radiation pattern
becomes circular and the antenna becomes a tall
ground plane vertical.

The MFJ-1790 10 meter antenna (Reference 7) is an
example.  It has an 11-foot vertical and two 6-foot
radials to give “Low Radiation Angle for outstanding
DX”.

Figure 5

Tall L-Dipole

The Wide L-Antenna

When the vertical arm is short, the length of a 90° side
arm can be adjusted to resonate the antenna to the
desired frequency. The SWR match can be better than
the Equal-L Antenna.    Depending on elevation,
ground and diameter of the wires or tubes used, there
will some ratio between the length of the vertical and
horizontal arms that will give a nearly perfect match to
a 50 ohm coaxial cable.

This Wide-L configuration has the characteristic of
being shorter than a halfwave dipole with nearly the
same gain.

Having both horizontal and vertical polarization, it is
less effected by undulations in DX skip reflections
(QSB) than a conventional dipole.

Antenna modeling software can optimize a vertical
dipole for the best wide OFC ratio at 1/2-wavelength
feedpoint elevation over ground. Using that capability,
Figure 6 below shows what happens with a 2/3-1/3
ratio as the longer lower arm is swung upwards in 15°
increments.

Note that the best SWR and Gain combination occurs
at around 105, or 15° above horizontal.
This compares favorably with the gain of a center-fed
dipole using the same wire and fed at the same
elevation over the same ground.

http://qsl.net/kk4obi/
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Figure 6

SWR and Gain at Wide OCF Dipole when Lower Arm is Swung Upwards

Model Example (Figure 7)

Conditions: 4NEC2 software model (Reference 10) of
a Wide-L Antenna, fed at ½ wavelength over ground
using #14 wire, optimized for 90° at 28.4 MHz are:
Predicted dimensions: Vertical arm: 2.083 meters tall;
Horizontal arm: 3.1596 meters long.
Total length: 5.243 meters at 60-40 ratio.
Impedance: 49.3–j0.12; SWR: 1.01; Gain: 5.88 dBi.

Below is the 3D view and horizontal/vertical polar
graph produced by the model.

 Like a dipole,  the Wide-L antenna is
directional to the side of the horizontal arm.

 The radiation pattern differs slightly from an
ordinary dipole because there is no dip on
one side of the horizontal (red line) radiation
pattern.

 The Tall and Wide optimized models have
similar dimensions for the short and long
arms.  A Tall-L antenna basically becomes a
Wide-L Antenna when laid on its side.

Figure 7

Wide L-Dipole
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Summary

The following two graphs (Figures 8 and 9) compare
the Relative Gain and % Radiation Efficiency of four
kinds of dipoles, each as one of the antenna arms is
adjusted through a range of angles.

All feedpoints at ½ wavelength elevation.
Plots stop at the point where the SWR exceeds 2:1.
OCF used is a 1/3-2/3 ratio.

1. Equal-arm Horizontal (dark line, diamond
marker).  90° = standard horizontal dipole.

2. Equal-arm Vertical (violet line, square marker).
0° = standard vertical dipole.

3. OCF Tall (blue line, triangle marker). 90° =
Tall L-Antenna.

4. OCF Wide (red line, X marker). 90° = Wide L-
Antenna
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Conclusions:

 The Wide L-antenna is a shortened horizontal
dipole that can come close to having the gain and
efficiency of a conventional horizontal, center-fed
dipole

 The Tall L-antenna performs much like a vertical
but with some gain towards the side arm.

 The Equal L- antenna is part- vertical and part-
dipole and can favor either type by changing the
angle of the side arm.

All three forms are suitable for limited space
environments and have a degree vertical and
horizontal polarization which helps in both local and
long distance communication.

Wire Antenna Modeling Software

This study answers the questions of what happens
when you bend a dipole at different angles and feed it
at different points.

It is unlikely an average amateur radio operator would
have the time and resources to do this study by
building prototypes even if he had the desire.  With
modeling software a ham can do in a few hours or
days what would otherwise take weeks or months, if
ever.

The results by way of software reveal how the
changes in an antenna affect frequency, impedance,
radiation pattern and other characteristics. Through
optimization, modeling predicts the dimensions and
angles that will give the best SWR, Gain or Efficiency.

There is a catch.  Modeling software lives in its own
perfect little world inside the computer. It works with
the information given. The more sophisticated the
program and the user, the better the results. In the real
world we take guidance from the results but
understand there will be differences in materials,
design, construction, support structures and effects
from near by things.

Modeling eliminates dead-ends, gives ideas and
guides us to a working antenna.
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73! de Dick Reid, KK4OBI

From Dick: If you are interested in what happens to a
radiation pattern if you bend a dipole into an L, or a V,
U... side-to-side, up-or-down... zig-zag, meander, off-
center, elevated radials, etc... my QSL website about
Bent Dipoles is the place to go. www/qsl.net/kk4obi

There are over thirty variations on ways to put up a
dipole in limited space along with color 3D radiation
patterns and details about the change in radiation
characteristics,
gain/SWR/impedance/efficiency/resonant length, etc.

For modelers the 4NEC2 software models are
provided for each type of bent antenna. This allows
an antenna model to be adjusted to represent your
specific situation.
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The WB3GCK Downspout Antenna Revisited
Craig A La Barge, WB3GCK

Credit Line:
http://wb3gck.craiglabarge.com/the-wb3gck-
downspout-antenna-revisited/

A ham friend of mine recently asked me for the details of
how I use my rain gutter and downspout as an antenna. I
originally did a write-up on it in 1994 (Reference 1). That
article found its way into several ham radio publications and
newsletters. Most of the original article is still relevant but I
have made some changes in the way I feed the
“antenna.” So, here’s an updated description of my
Downspout Antenna.

After years of trying to come up with a good way to get on
the HF bands from my little townhouse (without attracting a
lot of attention from my neighbors), I started experimenting
with using my aluminum rain gutter and downspout for an
antenna. The results have been surprisingly good. In fact, it
has turned out to be the ultimate low-profile antenna!

Craig, WB3GCK

WB3GCK Downspout Antenna
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The downspout has a vertical run of about 16 feet,
connecting the horizontal rain gutter which is about 16 feet
long across the front of the house. Including the feed wire
into the shack, the total length is in the neighborhood of 42
feet; over a quarter wavelength for 40 meters and almost a
half-wave for 30 meters. The house is made of brick, so the
entire system is isolated from ground.

I use my downspout like a random wire antenna, using a
commercial autotuner (or internal tuner, in the case of my
KX3). I feed the antenna through a homebrew 1:1 unun. I
use a short run of coax between the unun and the autotuner
on my operating table. A length of #22 stranded hookup
wire is used to connect the output of the unun to the
downspout outside.

To connect the wire to the downspout, I first sanded the
downspout and connected the wire using three sheet metal
screws. I used multiple screws to help ensure a low
resistance connection. After making the connections to the
downspout, I sealed them up using an adhesive/sealant
called Goop. Goop is available at most hardware stores.

With the downspout behaving essentially like an end-fed
wire, it really helps to work this type of antenna against a
good ground. Fortunately, my basement operating position is
only a few feet away from where the water supply pipe
enters the house. I used a piece of 1/2-inch copper pipe as a
ground bus between my operating position and the incoming
water pipe. A tinned copper braid strap and a couple of
ordinary automotive hose clamps were used to connect the
bus to the water pipe. A short braid strap connects the
ground stud on the unun to the copper ground bus.

For good measure, I attached counterpoise wires to the
ground stud of the unun; one each for 40, 30, 20, and 15
meters. The counterpoise wires are made from garden
variety stranded hookup wire cut to a quarter-wavelength. I
just run these wires around the shack, hiding them under the
rug. Operation on the 80 meter band has been successful
using just the ground bus.

How well does it work? During the first few months of
operation, I worked 49 states; all with 5 watts or less. I’ve
also worked a bunch of DX stations (though I’m more of a
casual rag chewer than a DX-chaser).

The length of the “antenna” is somewhat short for 80
meters, but performance on that band has been a big
surprise. Signal reports on 30 and 40 meters, my
primary bands, have been consistently good. In fact,
the downspout has been my main antenna at home
for more than 20 years.

While this arrangement has served me well, it is not
without an issue or two. I find that it helps to clean up
and re-do the connections at the downspout
periodically. Typically, I do this maintenance every
other year or so. Also, I have noticed that my local
noise levels on 80 and 40 meters have steadily
increased over the years. I attribute this to the
proliferation of electronic gadgets both in my house
as well as my neighbors’ houses. Those bands are
still usable, though.

Some words of caution are in order, however, if you
plan to use your rainspout as an antenna:
Make sure your gutter and downspout are isolated
from ground.

Make sure there is solid electrical continuity between
the various sections of your downspout and gutter.
Mine are fastened with pop rivets (not the greatest for
RF work, but they appear to be doing the job.)
Watch your power. I wouldn’t recommend running a
kilowatt into your rainspout. Ham radio is fun, but not
worth burning down your house. Make sure people
and pets won’t come in contact with the “antenna”
while you’re transmitting. This isn’t too much of a
problem at QRP power levels, but be careful.

So, if you find your HF antenna options are limited by
either space or legal restrictions, take a look at the
outside of your house. There just might be a free
multi-band antenna hanging out there!

72, Craig WB3GCK
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1 The WB3GCK Downspout Antenna
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Stealth Antennas for Amateur Radio
By: Charles W Bushell, KC8VWM

This list of Ultra Stealth antenna has been created
here in hopes of assisting the radio amateur
community who may be otherwise restricted or limited
in terms of antenna installation possibilities so they
can remain active while serving to address any
required need for those individuals who may be
seeking just such a solution.

Station antenna limitations or restrictions are no
reason for becoming discouraged or not becoming
active in ham radio. It's still possible to enjoy the
hobby without the need of installing underperforming
or inadequate antennas. Nor is there any need to
install big towers with multiple Yagi arrays on them in
order to achieve worthwhile results.

For many years now, hams have tried to hide or
disguise antennas for a multitude of reasons and you
might be surprised to find out that some of these
reasons are not necessarily limited in scope to
antenna restricted communities.

KC8VWM
(Credit Line: www.qrz.com)

Other reasons for installing stealth antennas are for
landscape – aesthetics reasons, for purposes intended
to avoid detection by inquisitive neighbors or city
ordinance officials who like to question and personally
investigate everything out of the ordinary or unusual
and for many other similar reasons.

In the past, flagpole antenna designs have been
popular and viewed by hams as one possible solution
to the problem, but recently there have been
restrictions involving the installation and display of
flags in some restricted communities. Similarly, some
hams have attempted to install very thin gauge wire in
hopes it won’t be seen. However, this approach has
limited success as such antennas are not particularly
effective because these designs are not mechanically
strong enough and break very easily when subjected
under stress.

Additionally, such thin wire antennas often remain
detectable despite their best efforts to “hide” them
from view because they are often revealed and easily
detected by sunlight reflections. Some hams have
attempted to paint such wires using non reflective
colors but these often remain visible to people who are
curious with an eye for detecting even the slightest
details.

Real Flag Pole Antenna made by KX9DK

Credit Line for the Figure:
http://www.hamuniverse.com/kx9dk4btvflagpole.html
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Similarly, hams have loaded up aluminum rain gutters to
use as antennas. While these can work in some last
resort situations, they are not particularly effective either
because the joints between the guttering can cause
intermittent connection issues often resulting in causing
TVI interference. Also, the fact these rain gutters
surround the home, makes them susceptible by design to
picking up local noise sources generated from inside the
home which of course serves to degrade and limit
reception abilities.

My proposed solutions are specifically intended to
resolve these issues because we are not hiding anything
at all and they are specifically designed to function as
“antennas.” In fact, instead of hiding them, we are just
going to install these antennas in plain sight for everyone
to see! The difference in these stealth antenna designs is
in the fact we are using the art of camouflage and a little
creativity to our distinct advantage.

Therefore to address the issue of operating a highly
disguised and yet effective antenna design that are 100%
camouflaged in plain sight, we need to become more
creative in our approach. These top 10 stealth antenna
designs I am proposing are cost effective to construct
using readily available materials by both experienced and
inexperienced hams alike, simple to understand in
concept, creative in terms of ultimate stealth and yet
achieve capable good performing antennas intended to
achieve the desired objective.

Many will note these better performing stealth antenna
designs can be configured for either vertical or horizontal
operation or they can even serve to function as both!
They also play very well in terms of multiple bands when
used with an antenna tuner and some designs are
exceptional performing antennas in terms of single band
operation without the need of any tuner at all. Any of
proposed stealth vertical antenna designs listed will
realize better performance results after installing some
buried ground radials around them. This can be achieved
by using a good quality pizza cutter to cut a path for
laying the ground radials just slightly below the ground
surface. Doing this in moist soil after a good rainfall, will
prove itself relatively easy to do. Installing ground radials
will serve to improve your signal performance while at the
same time, remaining stealth and completely out of sight.

Here are KC8VWM’s top 10 Ultra Stealth antenna
designs....

Figure 1

Weather Vane

Credit Line for Figure 1:
http://sciencestockphotos.com/free/astronomy/slides

1. Weather Instrument Antenna:

Another ground mounted vertical inside PVC pipe. The
Weather Vane should be constructed out of plastic.
Attach a cheap plastic thermometer and a fake
homemade rain gauge to the side of the PVC for
maximum effect. Alternatively if horizontal orientation is
your preference, you can use "guy" wires to support the
PVC "weather instrument pole." It is these so called
supports that hold up the "weather instrument pole" that
are used as the actual inverted V antenna. This way you
will know exactly what the temperature of your antenna
is at all times.
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2. Solar Powered Light Pole Antenna:

With advancements in low cost solar powered portable
L.E.D. lighting technologies now available, It’s easy to
employ portable security lighting anywhere on your
property without the need for any additional electrical
work and you will have no ongoing electricity costs.
Similar in concept to installing antennas in restricted
communities, a solar light is ideal for situations where
lighting may be restricted or challenging to install. Radio
opaque poles with low cost solar powered light fixtures
attached on them can be installed virtually anywhere for
an added sense of security and can be specifically
designed and adapted for your radio operating needs.

If a big signal on 20m is your objective, try properly
spacing and co phasing two security lights.

Figure 2
Solar Energy Light Pole

Credit Line for Figure 2:
http://www.eco-sino.com/Home/solar-energy

3. Satellite TV Dish Antenna:

People will often throw these away so there free for the
taking in many cases. These make an excellent prop for
installing a ham radio antenna because people are used
to the idea of homes using satellite dishes so seeing one
installed in the backyard is not unusual.

Figure 3
Satellite Dish Pole

Credit Line for Figure 3:
http://www.prc68.com/I/FTA.shtml

To start the antenna installation, place a 10 foot steel
pole in the ground with a satellite dish mounted on top at
the furthest point of the property in the backyard such as
along the fence line. Run a “feed line” from any corner of
the house extending over the back yard running to this
satellite dish. The “feed line” is actually not a feedline at
all. Rather it’s an End Fed Zep" wire antenna which is
now supported by a TV satellite dish pole. Good DX!

If any neighbor asks why the “satellite dish feed line” is
extended over the backyard to the dish mounted on the
pole, simply explain that running it along the ground
means it would get all tangled up in the lawnmower. All
you need to do at this point is simply observe the
dumbfounded look on their face as such an explanation
makes perfect sense. That is, if they should even bother
to ask at all. This design should work well for many
hours of SSTV viewing enjoyment or the operation of
any other mode for that matter.
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4. Disguised Portable AM/FM Radio Dipole:

The fake and non functional “patio radio” should be
purchased at a yard sale for 2 bucks and is hopefully not
working at all. The design chosen should have detachable
speakers which will actually function as the dipole
antenna when the speakers are stretched out from the
radio and “mounted” in a location such as below an
awning or on the railing of an outdoor patio deck at a
condo community, or even outside on the apartment
balcony etc.

The extending detachable speakers and are just empty
plastic shells with no speakers actually installed inside
them. The “power cord” leading to the radio prop is
removed and replaced with coaxial feed line. Now the
coaxial cable feed line serves to resemble an ordinary
power cord. This power cord is used to connect your rig to
the dipole antenna.

The so called speaker wires are attached to the coaxial
feed line on the inside of the radio. Feel free to become
creative and gut the inside of the radio and install a
remote antenna tuner or matching network inside the
radio instead. Some of the knobs on the outside of this
radio could be redesigned to function with variable
capacitors installed inside and serve to function as an
antenna tuner. Just remember that the controls labeled
on the AM/FM radio as “tone” now means “tune” instead.

Mount the speakers, and “plug in” the stereo “power
cord” with the PL259 connector attached on the end into
the back of your rig. You are now on the air in full dipole
stereo but this portable AM/FM radio will never bother
any of your neighbors with any loud music.

Figure 4

Disguised Portable AM/FM Radio Dipole
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5. Purple Martin Birdhouse Antenna:

Not so uncommon is the ground mounted vertical wire
antenna design installed inside PVC pipe. In this case,
the PVC pipe holds up the birdhouse. If installing two
antenna’s are better than one, you may choose to install a
separate horizontal antenna using "guy" wires to support
the PVC pole. It is these so called supports that hold up
the birdhouse pole that we will use as an actual inverted
V antenna system. If you should ever be questioned
about its existence, be sure to babble on about how much
you love bird watching. I would suggest you break out a
bird species identification book and start flipping through
pages while showing them pictures of birds. I would even
start emulating a few bird call sounds during the
conversation just for fun. For example, making dove bird
call sounds into your closed hands will be particularly
humorous. Observe how quickly they will go away and
never bring up the “birdhouse” subject ever again.

6. Fishing Rod Prop antenna:

This is just a simple 20 foot crappie pole propped up
against the house, patio, fence, deck or on a balcony etc.

Figure 6
Fishing Poles

Credit Line for Figure 6:
http://bluegillfishing.us

Figure 5
Bird house

Credit Line for Figure 5:
http://www.anderson.cc/masts.html

To disguise your antenna, you simply surround the
bottom of the crappie pole with an old fishing tackle box,
portable cooler and fishing net to provide your new
stealth antenna with maximized visual effect. Of course,
only you will know the black "fishing line" on the pole “is”
actually the wire used for this vertical antenna design.
Multiband operation can be achieved simply by installing
a remote antenna tuner or matching network hidden
inside the cooler which is placed beside the antenna.

Feel free to install a real nice fishing lure and hook on
the end of your antenna too as I suspect this design will
catch the really big fish in the DX pileups.
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7. The Tire Swing Vertical

Figure 7
Tire Swing

Credit Line for Figure 7:
https://jenkstherapy.com/treehouse-and-farm-photos/

This is simply a regular rope and tire hanging down from
a high location in the tree.

Go ahead and attach the rope to a small tire so it just
looks and functions like an ordinary tire swing. Try to
locate the tire close to the ground as your feedline will
need to enter through a hole drilled into the bottom of
the tire and connect to your vertical antenna wire.

The vertical antenna wire should be the same color as
the rope if possible (black rope and wire is a good
choice). The antenna should be somewhat woven into
the rope strands before installation. A matching network
or remote antenna tuner can be built right into the tire
itself if desired. Don't forget to bury some radials below
the ground around the tire swing vertical and use bury
flex feed line running to the house. This design is
particularly effective if you have a 30’ tree and are
seeking to install a long vertical monopole antenna for
operating in the 40m and 80m frequency range but it
also works well in others.

Now stand back, take a good look at the tire swing
hanging from the tree in the backyard and please tell me
where the “antenna” is located exactly?

8. The Badminton Net Antenna.

The dipole is weaved into the netting. The feed line
connects to the center of the dipole antenna which is
built directly into the net. Feedline goes directly into the
ground below. (The feed line can run on the inside one
of the metal rod supports to hide it.) Alternatively, an
inverted V antenna is used as supports for the poles.

Figure 8 Badminton Net
Credit Line for Figure 8: http://www.allwhitebackground.com/badminton-net.htm
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Besides the idea you are now always going to operating
"net control”, this badminton net is actually fully functional
as an antenna too. So be sure to invite some people over
from the HOA to help improve your score. They will never
know it's an antenna.

9. The Bicycle Prop Antenna.

This is a good antenna situation especially for apartment
dwellers with balconies or condo dwellers with small
outdoor patios. However, it also works well in other
situations too such as urban family dwellings in HOA's.
You can attach your favorite screwdriver antenna (or even
a 20 foot telescopic crappie pole) to a bicycle but be sure
it has a nice orange flag on top.

Since this antenna is actually mounted on the bicycle
itself, it's not really considered to be an antenna installed
on the house by the HOA, so no one will actually care
about it being installed on your bicycle.

The bicycle should be placed (permanently stored?) in a
desirable location like up against a wooden fence, (a
metal fence makes a nice ground plane) beside a tree or
even resting up against a patio deck, patio furniture
etc.… Geez, those darn kids are always parking their
bikes just about anywhere huh?

Chain it up wherever you decide to leave this bicycle in
permanent storage and run some bury flex feed line
underground. Attach buried radials around the base of
the bicycle if you like and take your bicycle antenna for a
spin around the bands.

Figure 9
Bicycle with Flag Pole

Credit Line for Figure 9: http://bicyclepatents.com/arizona-whip-lighted-flagpole/8/
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10.Patio Umbrella Loop

Seems patio furniture is not uncommon to use at condos
with backyard patios, apartment dwellers with balconies
or even the HOA homeowners with attached decks.
Therefore while a protruding vertical may not always
prove to be a viable option, we may consider using a
horizontal loop carefully woven into the covering material
on the outside overhanging edge of the patio umbrella.

First we need to consider most of the patio umbrellas that
are commonly sold and included with patio furniture in
“sets” will not do as they are not very large enough in
terms of outside diameter to accommodate an antenna
loop. However, some patio umbrellas can be separately
acquired and these are quite large when fully deployed.
These one’s are typically found available at home supply
stores for around $100 or so. These will come with a very
sturdy pole and are sometimes attached to large “Y”
shaped steel tubes which sit directly on the ground below
which offer the umbrella its own independent support.
This means the umbrella can be moved around the yard
in a portable manner which has some advantages in
some instances in terms of operating the antenna loop
away and in lesser proximity from the operating dwelling.

Some of these umbrellas can be permanently mounted
directly to a wooden deck structure at the base using
bolts. The deck mounted pole option would serve to
place the antenna loop higher off the ground. Others
may utilize other mounting or support methods. These
umbrellas will usually have a cranking winch
arrangement which serves to deploy the horizontal loop
and with some umbrellas it’s even possible to tilt the
loop antenna at different angles using the umbrella’s tilt
function.

In conclusion, I would like to encourage you to share,
circulate or publish this list with others and add your own
ideas or suggestions to this list if you like. "How to" or
actual photos of your own stealth antenna construction
installation are a big plus and they serve to help others
conceptualize your ideas, tips and suggestions.

73! Charles, KC8VWM

Charles would be happy answered to questions
about antenna design provided at the article:
kc8vwm at yahoo dot com

Figures added by VA3ZNW.

Fig 10 Patio Umbrella
Credit Line for Figure 10 http://www.ipatioumbrella.com

Credit Line for Article: http://forums.qrz.com/index.php?threads/10-ultra-stealth-antenna-designs-for-hoas.260566/
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The GRASSWIRE:
Another Approach to Hidden HF Antennas

The article is an AntenTop Magazine variant of Chapter 7
from K3MT book “HF Antenna Topics.”

Deed restrictions got you down?  Neighbors intimidating
your tower plans?  Need a really easy, portable HF
antenna?  Then the Grasswire may be the answer!
Virtually invisible, lightweight, and compact (you can
carry one in your hip pocket), this antenna works!  I’ve
used one in various installations for more than 10 years.

Read on - and listen to the "experts" telling you that this
is hogwash, that an antenna like this can't work.  But it
does.  And true experts, who have taken a decade or
more to come to grips with the intricacies of Maxwell's
Math, know why.

Grasswires will not out-perform a yagi, or a decent
dipole up a half wavelength.  Not in gain or signal
strength, at least.  But they do survive ice and wind
storms, and are practically immune to lightning.  And
they don't need a large tower or tall support.  I deploy
one from my hip pocket at times - the balun to match it is
larger than the antenna!

The Grasswire - In Brief

What is it?  Put simply, it’s an end-fed, longwire antenna
that is laid right on the grass.  Hence the name.  Look
familiar?  Yup!  It’s a very low beverage antenna…

My first Grasswire, built in the summer of 1988 was just
204' of #22 AWG magnet wire laid along the property

K3MT's HF ANTENNA TOPICS
For info on availability, please email to

k3mt@arrl.net
line, anywhere from 1" to 6" above the ground. Figure
1 shows plan and elevation views of a typical
installation.

An 8' ground rod and optional counterpoise wires are
shown.  The counterpoise is a 40’ wire, center tapped.
Use it or the ground rod:  you don’t need both.

These antennas are largely resistive, with values
ranging from 150 to 500 ohms or so on average ground.
I’ve used them successfully on the soils northwest of
Washington, DC, on the sandy soils of the Cape
Canaveral, Florida area, in the rocky, shale soils of the

mountains in Somerset county, PA, and on river
bottomland of Allegheny County, PA.  One was used
with great success by K3MT/VP9 in Southampton,
Bermuda - the object of nightly pileups on 30 m CW for
four nights.

Reflection and the Brewster Angle

The skeptic in you will doubt that such low antennas can
work. After all, its image in the ground radiates and
cancels out all radiation. True - if the ground is perfect.
But nothing is perfect!
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Figure 1

Plan and Elevation views of a Typical Installation of Grasswire Antenna

The grasswire radiates vertically polarized off the end of
the wire. Extensive monitoring tests with wires laid along
the great circle route toward WWV, and perpendicular to
that line, demonstrate the end-fire nature of the antenna.
So why does it work?

When a plane wave reflects from an air-earth boundary,
an incoming ray reflects, giving an outgoing ray. These
two, and the line normal to the boundary plane, form a
plane of incidence. Solutions of Maxwell's equations differ
for the case of the E-field being perpendicular to this
plane (i.e., horizontally polarized), and the case when the
E-field vector is in the plane of incidence.

You will probably call the latter "vertical" polarization,
although this is technically not correct.
Electromagneticists (a.k.a those who practice
Electromagical effects) refer to these cases as normal
incidence (horizontal polarization) and planar incidence
(vertical polarization.)

For the normal incidence case, reflection is nearly total,
with a nearly 180 degree phase reversal. Thus very low
antennas neither respond to, nor generate, appreciable
amounts of horizontally polarized radiation. But for the
planar incidence case, the reflection varies in strength
considerably. At some takeoff angle (angle between
outgoing ray and the ground) the reflection becomes
quite weak, and has a 90 degree phase shift. Near this
angle, the sum of direct and reflected rays will have a
magnitude as if the antenna were in free space! Of
course, at other angles, ground reflection largely cancels
the direct ray, and the antenna does not radiate well at
all.

A reflection coefficient is calculated as the ratio of the
electric field in the incoming ray to the electric field in the
reflected ray. It varies from one (total reflection without
loss) to zero (no reflection at all.) It depends on the
takeoff angle, frequency, and the soil parameters
(dielectric constant and conductivity.) Figure 2 shows
plot of planar incident (vertical polarization) reflection for
typical “good” soils and Figure 3 shows plot of planar
incident (vertical polarization) reflection for typical “poor”
soils.
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Figure 2

Plot of Planar Incident (Vertical Polarization) Reflection for Typical “Good” Soils

Figure 3

Plot of Planar Incident (Vertical Polarization) Reflection for Typical “Poor” Soils
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Notice that, at 10 to 25 degrees, the ground reflection is
very weak. It also is shifted 90 degrees in phase from the
incident ray. Therefore, radiation from the grasswire, off
the ends will be about the same as if the ground were not
present.

But launching a ray at, say, 15 to 20 degrees takeoff
angle, in a direction toward Europe, can be useful! That's
what a grasswire does. It is lossy in all directions, but
least lossy when exciting the ionosphere for a long-haul
DX contact. To demonstrate the point, here's an extract of
K3MT's log, for October of 1988, (ahh, glory! Yes, the
SSN was good then!) using a grasswire!

Not bad, for a wire on the ground. Notice that contacts
were made on 80, 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters. The signal
reports are not fantastic.

But contacts were made, and ham radio was enjoyed!
Five countries were worked in 3 days. And the best part
of this setup: the neighbors never knew that a ham
station was on the air!

During our Bermuda excursion, I took a TR-7, small
antenna tuner, a power supply, and a Grasswire.  We
were guests of a small family-run group of rental
cottages in Southampton for four days.  On the third
day, one of the elder family members chatted with me a
bit, and asked if I was perhaps a radio amateur.

I said, “yes.”  In fact, I had been on the air for the
previous two days, using a Grasswire.  It was only that
morning that he, in cleaning up around the area, came
across the antenna! That’s a low-profile antenna.

GMT     CALL    his/my RST    FREQ    Power
27 OCTOBER
1554   SM6DYK    579 / 559   28004     80
1601   SM0LBR    569 / 439   21007    100     RAY - STOCKHOLM
2001   W4JBQ     579 / 569 7029     40     JOE - FT WRIGHT, KY
2141   W8LNJ     579 / 459   28015     80     DAVE - DALLAS, TX
28 OCTOBER
0227   W8AO      589 / 569    3547     15     BOB - SILVER LAKE, OH
1720   G3RFE     579 / 559   21016    100     TOM - BARROW
1932   G0CBW 569 / 559   14029     50     MEL
1945   VE2FOU    589 / 559    7032    100     ANDRE - IBERVILLE
2026   KB7UX     569 / 539   21040    100     RUSS - CHINO VALLEY, AZ
2100   I2JIN     589 / 559   14022     40     BOB - COMO
2123   G3JVC     569 / 559 14022     40     JOHN - LONDON
29 OCTOBER
2105   WA200JXT  599 / 599   28015     80     ND

Feeding the Grasswire

Since this antenna is largely resistive, a simple trifilar
balun is all that I have ever had to use. Figure 4 shows
how to make a Balun that works.

Typically I pull the insulated jacket off some indoor
telephone wiring cable.  Four insulated #22 copper wires
are inside:  discard one of these and use the remaining
three.

Wind about 16 turns on a T-200-2 core (available from
Amidon and others), without allowing the wire to twist
(keep the three conductors parallel at all times.)

Notice that this "balun" really matches an unbalanced
antenna to an unbalanced transmission line.  It is
basically a wide-band, three-winding autotransformer.
Impedance ratios are as shown on the drawing.
Generally it is necessary to connect the coax to either
A2/B1 or B2/C1, and the antenna to B2/C1 or to C2.
This may change from one band to another, and
usually does.
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Figure 4

Balun for Grasswire Antenna

How much wire?

A general rule of random wire antennas is to get as
much wire in the air as you can - longer is better.  Does
this still hold for the Grasswire?  The answer is no.
Measurements show that anything over a wavelength
does no appreciable good.

My first measurement program parked a car on a dirt
trail, with a spool of 18 gauge insulated wire unwound,
one end tied to the bumper and the rest run on down the
trail.  The dirt was average stuff, mostly clay and loam
on top of granite.  At the car the wire was untied from the
bumper, passed through a small RF toroid, and
connected to an antenna tuner, the latter driven by a
TR7 transceiver at approximately fifty watts.  The car
itself served as a counterpoise.

A ten-turn secondary winding on the toroid drove a small
diode and capacitor.  RF current in the antenna
developed a DC voltage across the capacitor that I
measured with a handheld DC voltmeter.  As the toroid
slid along the wire, the voltage dropped and fell below
10 percent of the starting value a wavelength along the
wire.

There was a small rise in voltage for a short bit farther
along the wire, but at a full wavelength it fell below one
percent, and never showed any further improvement.
This occurred on 80 40, 20, 15, and 10 meters.

This measurement indicated that the current in the wire
dropped almost exponentially along the wire, and
beyond a wavelength was more than 20 dB down, so
could produce little radiation.  The excess wire can
simply be removed.  Thereafter my Grasswire
deployments always used about one wavelength of
wire at the lowest operating frequency.

Continuing the measurement at a later date, an
assistant and I laid a center-fed wire dipole on a grassy
field, 396 feet of insulated, 12 gauge wire - all that we
happened to have handy.  Again a small toroid RF
transformer and diode/capacitor, similar to the earlier
one, had one side of the dipole threaded through it.  A
fiberglass surveyor’s tape stretched from the center
along the dipole to one of its ends.  The DC voltage,
measured as a function of distance along the wire is a
measure of the RF current. Figure 5 and Figure 6
show the falloff of current along the wire at 7 and 29
MHz amateur Bands and its attenuation by at least 20
dB at one wavelength (seventy, and sixteen and a half
feet, respectively.)
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Figure 5

Current Profile at 7- MHz

Figure 6

Current Profile at 29- MHz
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Windom In The Grass

I have elsewhere described a Windom antenna. While it is
usually hung from a pole or in a tree, it works when used
in a "grasswire" mode. Just lay it on the ground.
Dimensions are repeated in Figure 7 for ready reference.

When I travel, I sometimes take one of these made of
#22 insulated hookup wire.  Since I often set up beside
motel parking lots, and often after a day's work,
sometimes after dark, I’ve color-coded the wires.  The
longer is black, and the shorter, red.  This helps me
determine which way to point the Windom.
Remember, though, that it fires off the long end.  Of
course, it fires the other way, too, but with a bit less gain.

I hope this has given you a good case of curiosity.  Go
out and try one of those ground - mounted wires.
They're easy to build.  Even the balun is easy to build.

And they’re fun to play with.

A last word to put off discouragement:  the Grasswire,
and Beverages in general, are lossy compared to a
good Dipole at a half-wave height.  They are
disappointing for QRP operation.  Run a bit of power
with these antennas.  100-W RF or more should do the
trick.

© 1997   Michael J. Toia

Figure 7
Windom on the Ground

Flourish Magloop Antenna by Klaus Boecker

Credit Line: The Urban Radio Ham group at
Facebook
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Indoor Dipole Antenna for 20 Meter
Credit Line: Forum WWW.CQHAM.RU

Description and pictures of the Indoor Antenna for the 20
Meter were published at ham forum at www.ham.ru .
Author of the antenna is unknown to me. However the
antenna is work and may be used in tight conditions.

Antenna may be made practically from wire having any
reasonable diameter – 0.5- 2.0- mm ((24- 12 AWG).
Inductors wound on a plastic form in 25- mm diameter
and length of 60- mm (may be used pieces from plastic
water tube) by wire in 0.5- mm diameter. In the center of
the antenna placed RF socket S0-239. This socket
installed inside small plastic box. Antenna may be feed
by 50- Ohm coaxial cable. It would be very useful to
place RF choke (or balun 1:1) near feed point of the
antenna. It maybe 5- 10 ferrite ring or several ferrite clips
on the coaxial cable. Antenna may be tuned to
resonance by side length of wires.

Theoretically (in free space) such antenna has low input
impedance (near 10 Ohm) and narrow bandwidth.
However my experience shows that inside a room where
there is lots of RF lossy objects such antenna may have
input impedance close to 50- Ohm and 200- 500 kHz
bandwidth at 1.5:1 SWR in the band.

73! VA3ZNW
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Balcony Dipole Antenna for 20 Meter
Credit Line: Forum WWW.CQHAM.RU

Description and pictures of the Balcony Dipole Antenna
for the 20 Meter were published in ham forum at
www.cqham.ru . Author of the antenna is unknown to
me. However the antenna is work and may be used in
tight conditions.

Antenna may be made practically from any wire (strand,
solid) having a reasonable diameter – 0.5- 2.0- mm ((24-
12 AWG). Antenna may be installed at any balcony of 3-
6 meter length. The main thing is that A+ B+ C should be
initially equal near 5.5- meters. Antenna tuned into
resonance by shortening the part A. Part B of the
antenna take main role in the radiation so the parts
should be as long as it is possible. (For example, similar
antenna UR5WCA,  published at
http://www.antentop.org/009/ur5wca009.htm,
has helical wounded parts B and has no parts A.)  Lower

part C of the antenna should be placed at distance at
least 30- cm under the balcony railing especially if this
one is a metal made thing.

It would be very useful to place RF choke (or balun 1:1)
near the feed point of the antenna. Most simple design of
the balun may be done by the feeding coaxial cable that
wound on to plastic form in 15- 30 mm diameter and
contained 10- 20 turns. Also RF – choke (balun 1:1) may
be made by putting 5- 10 ferrite ring or several ferrite
clips on the coaxial cable.

Theoretically (in the free space) such antenna has low
input impedance (near 20 Ohm) and narrow bandwidth.
So it may be useful to install between antenna feed point
X-X and the balun a simple ATU that may be made by
any known schematic. However my experience shows
that near a lossy house wall and metal balcony railing
such antenna may have input impedance close to 50-
Ohm (so it is no need any ATU) and 200- 500 kHz
bandwidth at 1.5:1 SWR on the 20- Meter band.

73! VA3ZNW
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Inverted V Antenna
for 80-, 40-, 30-, 20-, 15- and 10 meter Bands

Dmitry Belousov, UR4LRG

Credit Line:
http://www.cqham.ru/forum/showthread.php?4981-Inverted-V/page129

The I.V. Antenna contains three lengths of wire on each
side (the longest length a trap included) and provides
operation on seven ham bands- 80-, 40-, 30-, 20-, 15-
and 10 meter. The antenna is installed and works at
three ham station- UR4LRG, UT5UY and Kharkov club
station UR4LZZ.

Operation and Tuning of the antenna:

80- meter: Longest wire with a trap provides operation
on the band. Trap almost do not influence on the
operation on the band.

40 meter: Middle wire has resonance on the band.
Antenna tuned with help of the wire to 7010- 7020- kHz.
In this case the antenna should have resonance on
21150- kHz.

30 meter: Longest wire with a trap provides operation on
the band. Reactance of the trap provides electric length
in ¾ lambda at the band. When antenna is already
tuned to 20- meter band the antenna should tune to 30-
meter band with help of the short length in 3.85 meter
placed after the trap.

20 meter: Wire before the trap provides operation on
the band. The wire has electrical length in ¾ lambda at
the 20 meter band. Antenna tuned to 14150- kHz with
help of the wire.

15 meter: Middle wire has electrical length in ¾ lambda
at the band. Antenna should have resonance on the
band when it is tuned at the 40- meter band.

10 meter: The shortest wire has resonance at the band.
It has passband near 500- kHz so the length as usual
does not require any tuning.

Antenna may be installed at mast in 10- 15 meter
length. Antenna may be fed by 50 or 75- Ohm coaxial
cable. It would be useful to install an RF- Choke at the
feeding terminals of the antenna. It may be done from 5-
10 ferrite rings sitting on the cable near the feeding
terminals.

Inverted V Antenna
for 80-, 40-, 30-, 20-, 15- and 10 meter Bands
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MMANA file may be loaded at:
http://www.antentop.org/021/ur4lrg_021.htm

73! UR4LRG

UR4LRG
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Two Helical Antennas for 160 meter Band
Andre Chichkin, VE3YXO

First Design of the Helical Antenna

Helical vertical antenna at its relatively small height may
provide a good operation in the Air. It is possible to find
the statement at lots ham publications in the internet and
in paper magazines. So I decided to make my own
helical antenna originally for 160 meter band and prove if
the helical antenna works so well. Design of my helical
antenna was based on source from internet and
magazines that I had at my hand. What I have made in
reality is shown in Figure 1.

Some words why the antenna looks so. Mast of the
antenna was made from Fiberglass tubes in 103 cm
length and 5 cm in outer diameter. It was surplus tubes
from a military mask net. In Canada those tubes very
often are sold in some auto (for example, Princess Auto)
and hobby shop. EBAY as well has wide range of
selection of the tubes- just type “Fiberglass Round Tube.”
The design of the tubes allows connect one tube to
another one and that results easy create antenna mast in
any length. At first I planned to use 12 such tubes to
create my helical antenna. On the top of the mast I
planned to install a fishing rod in 6 meter length. I
planned wound 77 meters of the 14- AWG wire around of
the mast. The Helical Antenna intended to be installed at
my backyard.

So step-by-step I wound the wire along the fishing rod
then along the first section from the Fiberglass tube then
erect the design that was lean on to wall and then later
on to roof of my house, then install the next section of the
Fiberglass tube, wound the wire around the section,
made next step, next, next and.. Alas! The gigantic mast
fall dawn because the base of Fiberglass tubes could not
stand such mechanical force that caused upper tubes
from the mast. My plan was corrected and the complete
design of my Helical Antenna is shown in the Figure 1.
The mast contained just 8 Fiberglass sections with
broken fishing rod in 4 meter length. Overall length of the
antenna was near 12 meters with near 60 meter wire
wound around of the mast.

It was good looking high Helical Antenna but… it was a
little problem. With help of my transceiver internal
Antenna Tuner I may match the antenna on all amateurs
HF bands but not on the 160 meter. I decided to add to
the antenna a loading coil. The coil was wound on a
water pipe that has diameter 5- cm and in 120 cm length.
Coil contained 54 turns (it was near 15 meter) of 14-
AWG wire.

With this coil my Helical Antenna could match on all HF
amateur bands and of course on the 160 meter. The coil
was sitting on a plastic garbage can near base of the
antenna. Figure 2 shows the coil near antenna base.

Figure 2
Loading Coil near Antenna Base

Feeding circuit of the antenna looks like a little
complicated but it is logically clear. At first to the antenna
was connected a 100 feet of 450- Ohm two wire line. The
line was going from the antenna to my basement. Then
the line was connected to Balun 9/1. It was allowed to me
use a 15 feet of coaxial cable that was going from
basement to my shack. RF- Choke was created near the
Balun. It was the coaxial cable wound on a ferrite core-
yoke from old TV. The choke may contain 10- 15 turns
that is not a critical.
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Figure 1
Design of the Helical Antenna for the 160 meter Band

Figure 3 shows Balun with RF- Choke in my basement.
Coaxial cable was connected directly to my transceiver
that had internal ATU.

The Helical antenna had serious ground.

Copper rod in three meter length was hammered near
base of the antenna. Near 10 radials in 40 meter length
was placed near base of the antenna on the ground of
my back yard. Also for antenna ground it was used
backyard metal fence.
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Figure 3
Balun and RF- Choke of the Helical Antenna

Antenna was tested in the Air. I found that SWR began
to float through some times at 100 W going to antenna.
However at 50 W going to antenna everything was OK.
So I used to only 50 W with the helical antenna. I was
very satisfied with the antenna. I did the SSB QSO on
160 and 80 meter (without the antenna I may work on the
bands only CW or digital) with Europe and Hawaii. 40
and 30 meter bands as well were excellent.

Second Design of the Helical Antenna
Why was the second design coming? Was the first
design of the Helical Antenna work bad? No, the first
design was great. However a strong Canadian wind in
March 2017 broke the antenna. I decided restore this
one. Figure 4 shows the second version.

The second version of the Helical Antenna was a little
differs from the first one. It was used new fishing rod in 6
meter length. I used four sections of the Fiberglass tubes
for the antenna mast. Along the mast it was wound 40
meters wire. It was used the same wire in diameter of 14-
AWG. Gap between the turns on the mast was roughly
equal to diameter of the fishing rod/mast where the wire
was wound. Antenna was installed on the front yard of
my house. Metal net in 240 square feet (24 square
meters) was used for the ground of the antenna.

Feeding of the antenna was the same as for the First
Design. Figure 5 shows the antenna on the front yard.
Figure 6 shows how the two wire line is going from
antenna to the wall of my house. Figure 7 shows the two
wire line on the wall of my house together with Balun and
RF Choke.

Figure 5
Second Version of the Helical Antenna on the Front Yard

Figure 6
Two Wire Line going from Helical Antenna to the Wall of

my House
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Figure 4
Design of the Second Version of the Helical Antenna

Antenna was tested in the Air. Transceiver with internal
ATU may match the antenna on all of the HF bands.
However the antenna was unstable for match on the 160
meter. Tuner Palstar АТ1500CV (roller inductor) solved
the problem. With this ATU the antenna worked stable on
the 160 meter with SWR at transceiver’s SWR – Meter
1.9:1. I found that the antenna had diagram directivity
that differs from the old one. I could hear and work with
some new countries with this antenna but some areas
that I could operate with the old antenna were
disappeared. However on 80 meter the antenna provided
good operation with all states of USA, all Europe and
European parts of Russia. The antenna worked well on
the amateurs bands higher the 80 meter.

73!
Andre, VE3YXO

Figure 7
Two Wire Line on the Wall of my House Together with

Balun and RF Choke
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UR0GT Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band
The publication is devoted to the memory UR0GT.

Credit Line: Forum from:
www.cqham.ru

By: Nikolay Kudryavchenko, UR0GT

Nikolay (UR0GT) would like experimented with Helical
Antennas for the HF Band. He already made a MMANA
model of the Helical HF Antenna for the 40 meter Band.
But…did not have time… he lived for us just two files of
the antenna.

Figure 1 shows design of the Helical Antenna for the 40-
meter Band. The antenna is a typical shortened Helical
Antenna with height 4.7 meter. Diameter of the antenna is
14 cm. Antenna contains 59 turns of coper wire. Nikolay,
UR0GT, made two files of the antenna.

Now I play with UR0GT File of the Helical Antenna. It
was very interesting for me that the MMANA confirmed
some of my practical research.

For example, I found on practice that the frequency of
the second resonance of the Helical antenna is slighter
higher the double frequency of the first resonance.
MMANA  gives second resonance for the antenna at
15.371 MHz that is higher the 14.100 MHz. I found on
practice that the third resonance of the Helical Antenna
is slighter higher the sum of the first and the second
resonance of the antenna.

The two MMANA models of the UR0GT Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band may be loaded: http: //
www.antentop.org/021/helical_ur0gt_021.htm

One file for antenna wound by wire in diameter of 2- mm
(12 AWG) another file for antenna wound by wire in
diameter of 0.6- mm (23 AWG). Files for the Helical
Antenna were simulated in MMANA. At the simulation was
used parameter “Real Ground.”

Figure 2 shows Z of the Helical Antenna for the 40- meter
Band wound by wire in diameter of 2- mm. Figure 3
shows SWR of the Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band
wound by wire in diameter of 2- mm. Figure 4 shows DD
of the Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band wound by
wire in diameter of 2- mm.

Antenna wound by wire in diameter of 0.6- mm shows
best SWR but worst gain compare to the antenna made
by 2- mm wire. The MMANA File of the Helical antenna
allows to play with different ground or counterpoises, the
file may be scaling for other bands and so on..

73! Nick, UR0GT

Note from VA3ZNW: On my experience the input
impedance and in some cases the resonant frequency of
the Helical Antenna is very depend on the real ground or
counterpoises used with the antenna and to the nearest
objects. I experimented with Helical Antennas (in the ends
1990s- beginning 2000s) but did not simulate the
antennas in MMANA. My book based on my
experimenters with Helical Antennas (in Russian) is
published at:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_helical.htm

The model has third resonance 23.078 MHz that is
higher the 7.05 + 15.371= 22.421. However, anyway
the high resonances depend on the antenna design
and lots of different factors…

73! VA3ZNW

Figure 1 UR0GT Helical Antenna for the 40- meter
Band
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Figure 2
Z of the Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band wound by wire in diameter of 2- mm

Figure 3
SWR of the Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band wound by wire in diameter of 2- mm

Figure 4
DD of the Helical Antenna for the 40- meter Band wound by wire in diameter of 2- mm
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Cliff Dweller’s Antenna
By K. E. Hughes, W6CIS

Credit Line: Radio and Television News,
January, 1956

The accompanying diagram of the author’s “Four- Band
Cliff Dweller’s” is self explanatory and might be of interest
to other readers.

Let me say at the outset that such an antenna will not
replace a good three- element beam on 20 or 60-foot high
doublet on 80; however, considering the space, cost and
easy of adjustment, it gives a very good account of itself.

Basically, the antenna functions as an 1/8 wave on 80, ¼
wave on 40, ½ wave on 20 and ¾ wave on 15, being base
loaded on all except 20 meters where it is voltage –fed
from the parallel resonant tank. The vertical radiator is
made up of five six-foot length of ½” diameter surplus
whip. In the author’s case, the whip is guyed with two sets
of three guys each (light sash line, spring loaded at the
lower ends to allow for shrinkage) at 12 and 24 foot levels.

The antenna can be used at ground level (if well clear of
buildings, trees, etc.) or well off the ground, using ground
plane wires as an effective ground.

In the author’s installation, the tuning unit is 8 ½ feet off
the ground, at the same height as the aluminum patio roof.
This roof, plus a heave copper ribbon running to a good
ground rod, makes up the “ground system.”

The cold end of the coil is truly cold on all bands. The
switches, S1, S2, and S3 are actually heavy copper clips,
although relays or knife switches could be used if
available. The capacitor can be any variable type with a
maximum capacity in the neighborhood of 100 pF. A
National TMS- 100 would be suitable.

Adjustment of the tuning unit was extremely simple. A grid
dipper should be used in determining the proper setting for
the S1 tap, as well as getting the correct number of turns
in the complete coil for resonance at 3.5 MHz.

The next step is to determinate the correct feed point
for the coax. If a SWR bridge is available, it amounts to
finding the point which gives the lowest SWR on the
feedline. If no bridge is available, the feed point can be
found by observing reflected reactance in the final
amplifier tank. With correct tap points at the antenna,
the PA tuning will be very nearly the same with or
without the feedline coupled to the transmitter.

Results have been excellent, considering the size of the
system. The transmitter was free from TVI and no
change was noted when switching to this vertical
radiator.

As an example of its possibilities, only Europe is
needed for WAC on 3.5- MHz while running 450 watts
input. It is hoped that this idea may be of some help to
those amateurs living in so- called “impossible
locations.”

73! W6CIS
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Two Wires Beverage Antenna
Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW

Two Wires Beverage Antenna was well known in the
former USSR where the antenna was widely used on the
HF receiving centers both military and civil ones.
Prototype of the antenna is described in Reference 1.
Figure 1 shows Two Wires Beverage antenna as it
shown in the Reference 1. The advantages of the Two
Wires Beverage Antenna is low compare to one wire
Beverage Antenna input impedance that allows reach
better matching of the Two Wires Beverage antenna
compare to one wire one in the broad band of
frequencies, of course compare to one wire Beverage
antenna. Two Wires Beverage Antenna has higher gain
compare to one wire Beverage antenna. The features are
most valuable when we need get receiving of weak
signals that is why Two Wires Beverage antenna was
widely used on the receiving centers.

Reference 2 described 4,- 6,- and ever 8 wires
Beverage Antennas that were used on the USSR HF
receiving centers.

I have in my papers a sketch of a Two Wires Beverage
Antenna that was used in one of receiving center in the
USSR. I draw the sketch in the far 80s in the receiving
center placed in central Russia. Figure 2 shows design
the Two Wires Beverage Antenna. In the antenna
matching transformer and termination load was
connected to the wires of the antenna with help of a two
wires open line. As I was told by a radio man from the
receiving center such antenna design allows eliminate
antenna effect of the vertical parts of the antenna
(vertical wires going to the transformer and to the
termination load).

Figure 1 Two Wire Beverage Antenna

Figure 2 Two Wires Beverage Antenna of the Receiving HF Center of the USSR
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So I decided to install on my backyard the design of Two
Wires Beverage Antenna with Two Wires Open Line. It
allows me eliminate industrial noise from home electrical
equipment receiving by vertical parts placing near my
home. Of course, the antenna was installed with taking
into account local conditions and final design was far
away from the classic one. Figure 3 shows my Two
Wires Beverage Antenna. Two wires line from the
feeding end going athwart to antenna wires. It was
possible to me in the antenna design and allows
eliminate the noise receiving by the vertical part of the
antenna from the home electrical equipment. Two wires
line on the antenna end was placed at some angle to the
antenna wires because there was no such strong
electrical noise in the place. Shape of my antenna was
close to diamond not to rectangle.

The antenna and two wires open line was made from 16-
AWG strand Black wire in plastic insulation. The wire is
used for Ground Wire in the electrical job. For some
unknown for me reason the wire is very often on sale (in
small coils on 20- 40 meters) in my local Home Depot
Store that gives me some stuff for my antenna
experimenters. Two wires open line going from the
transformer to the antenna wires has 450 Ohm wave
impedance. Figure 4 shows design of the line. Pieces of
PCB were used for struts in the line. Figure 5 shows
picture of the two wires line. Two wire line going to the
termination load shows in the Figure 6. The line has
wave impedance close to 800 Ohm. By the way the value
of the wave impedance for the two wire line at the
antenna feeding terminals and at the load terminals did
not connected with Beverage Antenna input impedance
and value of the termination load.

Figure 4 Design of Two wires Line

Figure 5 Two Wires Line

Figure 3 My Design of Two Wires Antenna Beverage with Two Wires Open Line
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At the feeding terminals I used two wires line with 450
Ohm wave impedance just because I had some stock of
the home made struts for the two wires line. At the
antenna end the two wires line was made by antenna
design suitable for the place.

9:1 (450:50 Ohm) transformer used in the antenna
feeding terminals was a homebrew one that was similar
to described in the Reference 3. Figure 7 shows picture
of the transformer. Transformer was installed under the
two wires line in plastic food container. Figure 8 shows
the transformer in the plastic food container.

Some tricky things about antenna termination load. I
used three termination loads in my experimenters with
the Two Wires Beverage Antenna. First one was a home
brew 450 Ohm load made from 45 each metal oxide film
resistors in 4k7/2W that were connected in double
bridge. Figure 9 shows the termination load. The second
one was a termination load made from 10 each wire
bound resistors in 4k7/5W soldered to bridge.

Figure 6 Two Wires Line at the Antenna Feeding
Termination Load

Figure 10 shows the termination load. However to my
surprise the best working one (I oriented on the SWR in
coaxial cable feeding the antenna) was a Can
Termination Load in 50- Ohm that was connected to the
antenna through 9:1 transformer. The transformer was
the similar to those one shown in the Figure 7. The Can
Load was bought by me in one of the ham flee market in
Ontario for 5 CAD. Transformer at the antenna end was
installed in a food container and the termination load was
installed in a plastic tool box. Figure 11 shows the
transformer and load on the antenna end. Ground
system from fence Beverage Antenna (Reference 3, 4)
was used with the Two Wires Beverage Antenna.

Figure 9 450 Ohm load made from 45 each Resistor in
4k7

Figure 7 9:1 Transformer (450:50 Ohm)

Figure 8 9:1 Transformer in Plastic Container
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Figure 10 450 Ohm load made from 10 each Resistor in
4k7

Table 1 shows SWR of the Two Wires Beverage
Antenna. Measurement made by SWR meter JANA HJ
8017A, RF power going to antenna was 100 W. The
SWR meter was tested by me with several loads (25, 50,
75 and 100- Ohms) and shows best data compare to
others ones SWR devices that I have. The SWR meter
was connected between transmitter and coaxial cable
going to the Beverage Antenna. I also did measurement
of the SWR of the antenna with help of antenna analyzer
MFJ- 259B. The device helped me to tune the antenna
but final SWR was measured with help OF usual SWR
meter.

Figure 12 SWR meter JANA HJ 8017A.

Figure 11A
9:1 Transformer and 50 Ohm Load at the Antenna End

Figure 11B
9:1 Transformer and 50 Ohm Load at the Antenna End

MFJ showed different data in different time of the day
because the device analyzed both signals going to the
antenna from the MFJ device for measurement and stray
RF received by the antenna (that signals have different
level in on the day that depends on the propagation of
the radio waves). Figure 12 shows SWR meter JANA HJ
8017A.

Table 1
SWR of the Two Wires Beverage Antenna. Termination Load is 50 Ohm connected through 9:1 transformer. Length
of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to antenna transformer is 50 feet.  Measurement made by SWR meter JANA HJ
8017A. Power going to antenna is 100 W.

Band 160 80 60 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
SWR 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.1 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.5
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Antenna was tested in the Air and showed very good
result. The antenna was compared with fence Beverage
Antenna described in the Reference 3, 4. Two Wires
Beverage Antenna gives over 2 units on the S- Meter of
ICOM- 7410 on 160 and 80 meters, 2- 1.5 units on 60, 40
and 30 meter, and near 1 unit on 15, 17 and 10 meter.
Two Wires Beverage Antenna could receive ham station
from NA, SA and Europe and Asia from 160- to 10 meter.
I tested the antenna in CQ DX TEST with satisfied result.
The antenna is grounded from both ends that makes it
safety in lighting time and effectively drain atmospheric
static to the ground. Figure 13 shows the Two Wires
Beverage Antenna on my backyard.

73! VA3ZNW
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Figure 13 Two Wires Beverage Antenna on my Backyard
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Experimental Window Antenna for
the 14– and 21– MHz Band

Yuri Pankratov,  R0CBK
Credit Line: http://samlib.ru/editors/g/grachew_a_w/

The antenna is very simple for design. It needs to buy just
two aluminum tubes in 40 and 10- mm in diameter and
two aluminum plates (it is possible use kitchen aluminum
foil instead of the plates). Others stuff for antenna may be
found in amateur junk box or bought in amateur flea
market. Figure 1 shows stuff for the Experimental
Window Antenna. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the
antenna.
Antenna elements are placed above a wooden box.
Inside the box there are placed tuning capacitor and
matching coils for the vertical vibrator. The tube in
diameter of the 40- mm is fastened to the box with
aluminum insertion as it is shown in Figure 3.

I would like create an antenna that having not defined
sizes of their parts could work without ATU at the feeding
terminals. I solved the question in the antenna design. R0CBK

Figure 2 Schematic of the Experimental Window Antenna
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Figure 1 Stuff for making of the Experimental Window
Antenna

Figure 4 Experimental Window Antenna Installed at my
Window

Distance between the radiator and the matching loop
should be set up on the same reading of the FSM (Field
Strength Meter) placed on both sides at the antenna.
The FSM should have a loop antenna. Figure 4 shows
one early sample of the antenna installed at my window,
FSM is located at left side of the antenna as well you
can see a brass tuning rod inside the matching coils and
the tuning capacitor.

Caution: High RF currents flow on the parts of the
antenna. CFL bulb glows near the antenna. So you need
avoid touch elements of the antenna and place the
antenna as far as possible from transceiver and
operator. In my case the antenna is placed on the
distance of 5- meter from me.

The antenna installed on the fourth floor of a multistore
building allows me be on the Air. The antenna is open
for further experimenters ever. Do not hesitate do it!

73! R0CBK

Figure 3 Fastened of the 40- mm Tubes to the Wooden
Box

The vertical radiators of the antenna may not have the
same sizes at it is shown in the Figure 2. Loop that
tuning in the resonance helps tune the antenna to the
working range and match the antenna with the feeding
cable. It is possible use 50- or 75 – Ohm coaxial cable to
feed the antenna. It is possible use 50- or 75 – Ohm
coaxial cable to feed the antenna.

The antenna is tuned in two steps. First step you need
tune the variable capacitor for good reception. Then tune
the matching coils for maxima reception. I used a brass
insertion to tune the coils however it is possible use a
ferrite rod that could work at the frequencies.

You may experiment with the turns in the coils anywhere
it is possible that the coils would have up to 10- 20 turns.
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Practical Balcony Version of an Old Military Car
Antenna

By: Sergey Sushko, ex UA9LBG

Wide flat dipoles were widely used on the roof of Soviet
Radio Communication Car in 40- 50 years of the 20
century. It was a flat rectangle made of aluminum tubes in
10… 20 mm diameter that has length near 2 meter and
wide near 0.75 meter. Inside the rectangle there were
installed several aluminum tubes (having diameter 10…
20 mm) in bridge. Their ends were welded to the narrow
sides of the rectangle. Version of the antenna was written
at Reference 1. At my opinion the design looks like
Clothes Dryer. So I decided make the antenna at my
balcony in way that everyone believes that is the same
Clothes Dryer. Figure 1 shows design of the antenna that
was made by me in 90s.

The antenna almost repeat the design of the Car Antenna
however instead of aluminum tubes it was used copper
wire in plastic insulation in diameter of 2- mm (12 AWG). Sergey Sushko

Figure 1 Design of Balcony Version of an Old Military Car Antenna
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The antenna was installed outside of my balcony in the
second floor. The antenna really served as Clothes Dryer
so nobody knows about its real application.

Antenna was fed through an ATU. Figure 2 shows
schematic of the ATU. Schematic of the ATU is close to a
military ATU that used with such type of antennas.
Capacitors C1, C2 and C3 were air dielectric from old
tube receivers.

The capacitors were 12- 495- pF each. All capacitors
were installed on isolation plates. Only stator plates were
used in the capacitors for connection to ATU. C1 was
rotate through a plastic shaft. Capacitors C2 and C3 were
tied through isolation shaft that provided its synchronous
rotation.

Inductor L1 was tuned to resonance with the transmitting
frequency. L1 has 20 turns Taps made from the hot end
then from 15 and 10 turns (from the cold end). The
inductor was wound by copper wire in 1.2- mm diameter
(17-AWG) on form in diameter of 50- mm, gap between
turn is 3.5- mm.

Inductor L2 helps match the ATU with transceiver output.
The inductor has 5 turns of copper wire in diameter of 2.2-
mm (11- AWG). The inductor is wound in the center of L1.
Taps made from the hot end then from 4 and 3 turns
(from the cold end). With the ATU antenna could be tuned
from 1.8 to 14.5- MHz. I is possible tune the antenna up
to 30- MHz if change L1 and L2 to appropriative ones.

Figure 2 ATU for the Balcony Version of an Old Military
Car Antenna

Two wires Line should not exceed 2… 2.5 meter length. It
was the length from the antenna to the ATU that was
installed on the windowsill at the window apart of the
antenna.

Original ATU contained two RF- Current meters that was
installed in the wires of the Two Wires Line. I nave not the
devices so for tuning of the antenna I used to usual
Fluorescent Light Tube Bulb that was installed near
feeding points of the antenna. Antenna was tuned to
maxima lighting of the bulb.

Antenna had wide passband. It was need not retune the
antenna inside of the band being tuned on it. I used near
40- 50 W with the antenna. No TVI was observed.

73! ex UA9LBG

Reference 1:

Old Military HF - Antennas of Communication Cars
http://www.antentop.org/004/oma.htm

Balcony Clothes Dryer in the Russia
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By: Yuriy Skutelis, RN3DEK
Credit Line: Forum at cqham.ru

There is presented simple six element antenna for the 70-
cm Band. Antenna has excellent SWR and F/B ratio.
Antenna does not require follow to strictly dimension of
the elements. So the antenna may be done ever by ham,
who has no large experience in the antenna building.

Antenna has 50- Ohm input impedance that allows feed
the antenna directly by 50- Ohm coaxial cable. Figure 1
shows schematic of the antenna. All elements of the
antenna made of tube/rod in diameter 5- mm. It is
possible use copper or aluminum stuff. Antenna has
dielectric traverse. Dimensions are given in millimeter.

The antenna has reflector with bent ends. It is done to
improve F/B ratio. Anyway you may play with model of
the antenna in MMANA and check what you could
reach.

Figure 2 shows Z of the antenna. Figure 3 shows SWR
of the antenna. Figure 4 shows DD of the antenna.

73! RN3DEK

MMANA File of the Six Elements Antenna for the 70- cm Band may be downloaded at:
http://www.antentop.org/021/RN3DEK _021.htm

Figure 1
Six Elements Antenna for the 70- cm Band
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Figure 2 Z of the Six Elements Antenna for the 70- cm Band

Figure 3 SWR of the Six Elements Antenna for the 70- cm Band

Figure 4 DD of the Six Elements Antenna for the 70- cm Band
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UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz
The publication is devoted to the memory UR0GT.

Credit Line: Forum from:
www.cqham.ru

By: Nikolay Kudryavchenko, UR0GT

Chireix- Mesny antenna may be used for operation on 435
MHz. Two designs of the antenna are presented here.
Design of four elements antenna is shown in Figure 1.
Design of two elements antenna is shown in Figure 2.
Both antennas have very wide pass band. So it is not
strictly demands to keep the sizes as shown in the
drawing. Chireix- Mesny antenna has input impedance
200 Ohm so it is possible match the antenna with 50-
Ohm coaxial cable with help of 4:1 transformer.

It is possible to bridge four such antennas to feed the
system with 50- Ohm coaxial cable. In this case DD of the
system would be narrow compare to one element
antenna. Antenna may be made from almost any stuff,
copper, aluminum or stainless wire. You may play with
model to see how the parameters will be changed
depends on the used stuff.

Figure 3 to Figure 8 shows Z, SWR and DD of the
antennas.

73 Nick, UR0GT

Figure 2 Two Elements UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna
for the 435 MHz Figure 1 Four Elements UR0GT Chireix- Mesny

Antenna for the 435 MHz

The two MMANA models of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz may be loaded: http: //
www.antentop.org/021/435_ur0gt_021.htm
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Figure 3

Z of the Four Elements Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz

Figure 4

SWR of the Four Elements Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz

Figure 5

DD of the Four Elements Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz
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Figure 6

Z of the Two Elements Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz

Figure 7

SWR of the Two Elements Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz

Figure 8

DD of the Two Elements Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 435 MHz
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UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295 MHz
The publication is devoted to the memory UR0GT.

Credit Line: Forum from:
www.cqham.ru

By: Nikolay Kudryavchenko, UR0GT

Figure 1 UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295
MHz

Chireix- Mesny antenna may be used for operation on
1295 MHz. Design of the antenna is shown in Figure 1.
The antenna has wide broad band- 290 MHz at SWR less
the 1.5:1. So it is not strictly demand to keep the sizes as
shown in the drawing. Antenna has input impedance 200
Ohm so it is possible match the antenna with50- Ohm
coaxial cable with help of 4:1 transformer.

It is possible to bridge four such antennas to feed the
system with 50- Ohm coaxial cable. In this case DD of the
system would be narrow compare to one element
antenna. Antenna may be made from almost any stuff,
copper, aluminum or stainless wire. You may play with
model to see how the parameters will be changed
depends on the used stuff.

Figure 2 shows Z of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna
for the 1295 MHz. Figure 3 shows SWR of the UR0GT
Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295 MHz. Figure 4
shows DD of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the
1295 MHz.

73 Nick, UR0GT

You could find some more information on Chireix-
Mesny Antenna that published in AntenTop magazine:

1. Horizontal Antenna with Vertical Polarization for
the 2- meter Band

http://www.antentop.org/018/rw4hx_018.htm

2. Chireix- Mesny TV Antenna

http://www.antentop.org/018/chireix_018.htm

The two MMANA models of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295 MHz may be loaded: http: //
www.antentop.org/021/1295_ur0gt_021.htm
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Figure 2
Z of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295 MHz

Figure 3
SWR of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295 MHz

Figure 4
DD of the UR0GT Chireix- Mesny Antenna for the 1295 MHz
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VHF ATU
Brett Johnson

Credit Line: Facebook group: The Urban Radio Ham.

Now many of you may think WIRE antennas are the
preserve of the HF bands. Well not so. I have a “long”
wire here that gets used on 2 m - and for this some form
of ATU is handy - here is a simple one I made.
It has 2x100-pF Variable Capacitors (because that is
what I had at the time) and the coils are 5 turns on a 5
mm former. As you can see basically it is a PI
configuration (same as is in the MFJ units - but a fraction
of the price).

It can also act as a stand alone antenna base for a 1/4
wave or even 5/8 - but you will need some sort of
counterpoise (hence the terminal on side) - and will
match/tune (what ever you want to call it) most 2 m
antennas and wires. The ATU can stand 50 w through
this with no problems as it depends on the Variable
Capacitors that are pretty wide spaced. The ATU may
solve a problem (with antenna matching) or allow you to
use a long wire or even a Rhombic if you have room for
it.

Inside View
VHF ATU
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Several Universal ATUs for the Whole Amateur
HF Band

By Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW

It is not difficult to build an Antenna Tuning Unit (ATU) for
any amateur HF band. Such device could be done with
usual coils and capacitors. However the real problem is
making a simple and effective ATU without lots switching
and tuning that could work over a broad range of
frequencies. Below there are given several different ATU
that work effectively over all amateur HF bands from 160-
10 meters, easy to do and easy to tune and easy to
match antenna with transmitter. The ATU was tested with
transmitters having  for working 50 and 75 Ohm output.

Universal ATU

Figure 1 shows schematic of simple and universal ATU
that can capable of working on all amateur HF bands.
Design of the unit is based on ATU made by Peter
Linsley (G3PDL), Reference 1. I repeat the schematic
with some changes and found to be very effective this
one. This ATU is capable of matching the transmitter final
stage of 50-75 ohms output to an antenna load of 20 to
300 ohms in the frequency range of 1.8-32 MHz with an
SWR of no higher than 2:1.

How it works:

In the 1.8 to 4-MHz range, the circuit consisting of L1,
C2.1, and C2.2 is tuned to resonance with the input
signal. Capacitor C1 is used for fine-tuning of the
matching circuit with transmitter final.

7 to 32 MHz: For operation in the range of 7 to 30-MHz
range, the circuit consisting of the lower section “A” of
coil L1 and variable capacitor C2.3 is tuned to resonance
and the middle section “B” serves as a coupling coil for
section “A”. C1 also provides the fine matching with the
final amplifier stage. In the higher frequencies the upper
part of the coil L1 acts as an RF choke and does not
interfere with part “A” and “B” sections of the coil.

For both ranges, the coupling coil L2 is a compromise for
coupling to the antenna. By adjusting C1 and C2,
satisfactory matching to the antenna can be achieved in
both frequency bands. This ATU does not cover the new
amateur band at 5 MHz. To use the ATU in the new
band, a tap at 3.5 turns in section “C” of coil L1 needs to
be added as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1 Universal ATU
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Figure 2 Universal ATU Covers 5- MHz Band

The effectiveness of this ATU mostly depends on the
quality of parts and proper design. This is a resonant
ATU and, therefore, on coil L1 and capacitor C2 there is
a high RF voltage during the transmission time. These
components must be of a high quality due to the high
voltage present otherwise you have got burnet stuff
inside ATU box…

The coil L1 is wound on a form with an OD of 55 mm.
Each winding consists of:

1. Section “A”: 7 turns covering 40 mm length section of
the coil form
2. Section “B”: 3 turns covering 15 mm length section of
the coil form
3. Section “C”: 7 turns covering 30 mm length section of
the coil form

Fig. 3 Design of L1 and L2

The coil form must be of a high quality material, RF
ceramic will do the job. The wire used for L1 should be
no less than 1-mm diameter (#18 AWG). The winding L2
is four turns and it is wound in the middle part of L1 and
covers 40 mm. L2 can be wound using either stranded
wire or solid wire with a diameter of 1.5-2 mm (#17-#12
AWG). Insulation tape with high- voltage capability
should be used between L1 and L2. Figure 3 shows
design of the coils.

Next step to improve the ATU was my attempt to build
an ATU that could match load (in this case antenna) with
reactive component, particularly if the reactive
component was no more the value of the active
component of the load. C3 was added to this ATU to
compensate the reactive component of the load
(antenna). The diagram of this modified ATU is shown in
Figure 4. For the entire frequency Band from 1.8 to 32
MHz, the addition of C3 allows the SWR to be no worse
than 1.5:1 with an antenna having such above mentioned
reactive component. SWR of 1.2:1 in the HF Band from
1.8-7 MHz can be achieved if antenna has any resistive
component of 20-300 ohms and has no reactance or little
one.
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Figure 4 Modified Universal ATU

Further improvement of the ATU was made for upper
HF Bands 18- 32 MHz. L3 is an additional coupling coil
that is added and only works in these ranges.

This coil increases the value of matching loads (as loads
having only active resistance either having complex
impedance with active and reactive component). The
diagram for this ATU is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Schematic of Universal ATU with Improved 18-32 MHz Band
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The coil has 3 turns of strand wire with a diameter of 1.5
mm (#17 AWG). It is wound above coil L1 as shown in
Figure 6. In the range of 18-32 MHz, the coupling coil L3
allowed tuning of the SWR down to 1.2:1 with lots of my
experimental antennas. The ATU shown in Fig. 5 is a
true simple and effective universal ATU. It has only one
switch, S1 that could be a simple toggle switch at power
up to 100 W and three variable capacitors with clear
tuning.

To check matching for the antenna feeding through a
coaxial cable a SWR meter should be installed between
the ATU and transmitter as it is shown in Figure 7. In this
case we know that the antenna matched with transmitter
output stage with help ATU but the SWR in the coaxial
going to the antenna may have any value. So with
antennas having high SWR it should be used coaxial
cable that could be capable stand high SWR in it. Do not
forget initial tune the ATU at low power to prevent
damage of final stage of your transceiver.

Figure 6
Placement of L3

It is a bit easy to check the matching antenna that is fed
through a two wires open line.
In this case an RF voltmeter on the ATU output terminals
would show matching of the antenna with transmitter.
Figure 8 shows the tuning. By the way usual neon lamp
with a serial capacitor (1- 2 pF) may serve like the RF
voltmeter. At maxima RF voltage on the output terminals
the SWR at transmitter output would be low.

Since all ATU capacitors are working in the resonance
mode they need a large gap between the plates because
of the high RF voltage that is present when operating. If
the spacing is too close, arcing is likely to occur.

Figure 7 System Transmitter- SWR Meter- ATU-
Antenna

Spacing should be no less than 0.5 mm for 50 watts
going to the ATU. If they do break down on transmission,
it may be necessary to avoid tuning the capacitors to
total resonance. However, this will reduce the
effectiveness of the ATU. It is also necessary to use
high-quality variable capacitors with good contacts on the
rotor. This is important to the usage of the ATU on the
upper amateur HF ranges. An air variable high-voltage
capacitor, C2, may be used with the capacity range of 10
to 200 pF for the ATU. It allows the reduction of the
dimensions when the ATU is constructed. In this case it
becomes necessary to use a two-pole three-position
switch instead of the S1 toggle switch. The schematic for
this ATU is shown in Figure 9. In this ATU the C4 and
C5 should be selected for operation in the ranges of 3.5-
1.9 MHz. For 5 MHz band should be added additional
pole on the switch.

Figure 8 Adjusting the universal ATU with Antenna
Feeding through Two Wires Line
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Figure 9 The universal ATU with 2-pole 3-position switch

The “C” part of L1 should have up to 15 turns for more
effective ATU work on 1.9 and 3.5 MHz. To match
antenna in most effective way it needs vary the tap from
L1 to C1. This tap should be tapped from 5 to 10 turns
from ground as it shown in Figure 10.

Any of the ATUs do good matching job. However, the
ATU selected for operation on the ham radio station will
depend on the matching requirement for the Band of
operation chosen and the antenna used. The most
universal ATU is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Universal ATU
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If one wants to operate with a symmetrical two wires feed
line then it will be wise to use a two isolation section
variable capacitor on the ATU output as is shown in
Figure 11.

The capacitor allows compensate reactance in the two
wires line. However the capacitor is hard to find part and
the installation is nice but not necessary…

Figure 11 Universal ATU with Symmetrical Output for Two Wires Open Line

Simple all HF Band matching device

The Universal ATU that is described hereinabove is
simple but has lots parts and sometimes is not so
obviously in tuning. However it is possible make a simple
all band ATU that is clear in tuning and has small
quantity of parts. The schematic of simple ATU is shown
in Figure 12. However the simple ATU is not so effective
on the high HF bands (compare to the previous ones). As
can be seen from the diagram, this ATU is a conventional
LC-tuned tank. With switch S3 and capacitor C1, it can
be tuned on frequency of any selected amateur band.
Switch S1 allows adjustable coupling with the
transmitter’s final stage. S2 provides the variable
coupling to the antenna. By using S1, S2, S3, one may
match just about any transmitter’s final amplifier to any
antenna. The matching network works well in the HF
range from 1.8 to 30 MHz with nearly all antennas. But, I
should repeat, in the higher ranges above 14 MHz to 32
MHz, the efficiency is low.

For the coil form for L1, I used a glass jar (it was empty
jar from mustard) with an OD of 55 mm and a metal
screw-on lid.

L1 consists of 30 turns of copper wire with a diameter of
1.5 mm, (#14AWG). The coil was wound over a 50-mm
length on the jar. The first and last turns were held in
place by using automobile epoxy. The first, second, and
third taps were placed at 2, 3 and 4 turns. Then the next
turns 3, 4, and 5 were placed at 6, 8 and 10 turns. Taps 6
and 7 are at 13 and 15 turns. Then the turns are uniform
for four turns. Then, tap 8 is at 19 turns, tap 9 at 23 turns,
tap 10 is at turn 27 and tap 11 is at end of the coil- 30s
turn. Capacitor C1 is a two section air variable capacitor
from an old tube broadcast receiver. Such kind of
capacitor may be used at power up to 100 watts going to
this ATU. The ATU also improves reception because
selectivity of the LC- circuit.

To tune the ATU, an LED D1 is used. The ATU is tuned
for maximum brilliance from the LED. The LED is located
in the winding of the current transformer T1. The current
transformer is wound on a ceramic ring with the OD of 22
mm. I used a ceramic ring from an old tube socket. All
the leads and center metal clamp was removed. Another
type of ring (ceramic, plastic or ferrite) for the current
transformer may be used everything is depend on the
scratch box and experience of amateur.
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Figure 12 Simple ATU

The first winding of my transformer is contained 3 turns
and the second has 30 turns. The first winding is wound
with wire from L1 coil. The second winding is wound with
wire of 0.3 mm (#27-#25 AWG). However the second
wire is depend on the design of the coupling transformer,
RF power going in to the antenna and for characteristics
of the LED.  Design of the ATU is shown in Figure 13.
The front view is shown in Figure 14.

The coil wound on the mustard jar L1 is fastened to the
case of the ATU using the metal cap as the base mount.
From L1 the tap wires go to the switches. It is necessary
to keep the length of the wires going to the switches as
short as possible.

Figure 13 Design of Simple ATU

The capacitor C1 is behind the switch and its calibration
is located on the front panel.
Because the capacitor has a short in length adjusting
shaft, it was lengthened with help of an old ballpoint pen.

Credit Line:
1. Igor Grigorov. Universal ATU for the HF Bands,

Radiolubitel KV and UKV, October 1999, p. 29
2. Igor Grigorov. Universal ATU for the HF Bands,

Radiolubitel, November 1993, p. 43
3. Igor Grigorov. Antennas: Tuning and Adjustment,

Radiosoft, Moscow 2002,270 pages.
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Figure 14 Front View of Simple ATU
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Classical ATU
Yuri Ziborov, RZ3GI

Credit Line:
http://www.qrz.ru/schemes/contribute/antenns/rz3gi-tuner/

The Classical Antenna Tuner (with two capacitors – one
for matching with transmitter another one do matching
with load and inductors that value depends on frequency
between the capacitors) is known by hams and served
at the ham shack for decades. Schematic of the Classical
Antenna Tuner is shown on Figure 1. This tuner can do
match from 80 to 10- meter band.

Note from I.G.: There are lots commercial design (MFJ
may be a leader in that) of such Tuner that can stand
power from several tens watts to several kilo watts. At
almost any hamfest it is possible find lots home brew
designs of the tuner. It is only confirms high working
function of the ATU.

Parts:
Inductor L1 has 35 turns of copper wire in diameter 1.2-

1.5- mm (17- 14 AWG). The inductor is wound on form in
diameter of 40- mm gap between turns is 2- mm. Taps
made (from cold end) from 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 29, 31,
33 and 35 turns. L2 has 3 turns made by the same wire
on a form in 25 mm diameter and has 20- mm length.

Capacitors C1 and C2 were used from an old military
VHF radio. Gap between plates is near 1- mm. It was
used capacitors with 160- pF maxima capacitance.

The tuner was used with FT-897D HF Transceiver.
Matching with antenna was done with help of internal
SWR meter of the transceiver.

73! RZ3GI

Figure 1 Classical Antenna Tuner
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ATU with FT-897D ATU: Inside View

ATU: Inside View

ATU: Inside View

Classical ATU

ATU: Inside View
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Simple ATU
Credit Line: Forum CQHAM.RU

Note from I.G.: I found schematic of the tuner on infinite
pages at the ham forum at www.cqham.ru. The design was
present by amateur with alliance Svoy- 3000. Of course I
have decided make and test the ATU. It was not the same
ATU that shown in the schematic because for inductors I
used plastic cans from Drug Store that had a little different
diameter and L1 and L4 were wounded directly above L2
and L4.

My test showed that the tuner worked very well! I
recommend use L5 with short antennas on 160 and 80
meters- matching much better then without this one.
(Svoy do not use L5 in his practical design). Svoy - 3000

It is very simple tuner that without complicated switching
could work at all amateur HF Band- from 160- to 10 meters.
I tested this tuner with my ICOM – 718 with horizontal low
height wires antenna in 5 and 10 meter length (it was used
a counterpoise in 10 meters length) feeding by 5 meter
length of coaxial cable and with different resistive loads.

I did not measured efficiency of the tuner by measuring
means. However I measured field strength by MFJ FSM
MFJ- 801. I measured field strength from antennas
matching by the home made tuner and matching by the
MFJ- 941 VERSA TUNER. It was occurred that the tuner
worked almost similar to MFJ- 941 VERSA TUNER. I used
usual air capacitors from an old tube receiver. Those ones
began arced already at 50- Wt power in. So for high power
it needs to use capacitors with big gap between plates.

Figures and pictures at the articles made by Svoy- 3000.
On the schematic: first column- numbers of turns; second
column- diameter of the wire in mm. L1 connected to
antenna for 10- 30 MHz. L4 connected to antenna for 1.8-
11 MHz. Upper plate C3 is going to transceiver output.
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Sputnik Transmitter
First soviet space apparatus “Sputnik” was launched into an
elliptical low Earth orbit on 4 October 1957. It was a 58 cm
(23 in) diameter polished metal sphere, with four external
radio antennas. The antennas (two antennas were belonged
to each transmitter) were connected to two transmitters. One
transmitter was working on 20- MHz another one on 40-
MHz. Transmitters turn on and off with help of an relay and
transmitted just CW pulses. However the transmission was
received across all planet Earth and may be detectable even
by simple HF receivers. Lots of radio amateurs were heard
Sputnik. The First Sputnik did not contained any scientific
equipment just transmitter that send radio signals and help
detect the space apparatus in the Earth orbit.

Schematic of the transmitter for 20 – MHz is shown by right
on this page. It was a very simple transmitter. It contained
three the same 2P19B tubes. (I was lucky I made several
QRP transmitters and regenerative receivers with those
tubes. I had two boxes that tubes that is why I experimented
with the tubes. However I have no any idea that the tubes
were used in the First Sputnik) One tube was used in Local
Quartz Generator two tubes were used in the power
amplifier. Heaters of the tubes were connected to series that
prevent useless losses of battery power if one of the tubes
went of operation because of break in the heater. At the
times it was usual fail for vacuum tubes.

Schematic of the 40- MHz transmitter was the similar to the
20- MHz prototype above the values of inductors and
capacitors. Circuit for connecting with antennas also had
some differences. Both transmitters radiated of 1-W RF
power.

Battery 130V 30A/H fed plate circuit and battery 7.5V
130A/H fed the heater. The both battery had weight in 50 kg
(100 pounds). It was almost half weight from the whole
Sputnik weight (a little more the 100 kg or 230 pound).

Assembling of the First Sputnik
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Sputnik Transmitter 20 MHz Side Sputnik Transmitter 40 MHz Side

Tube 2P19B
73! VA3ZNW
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Ultra Long Delayed Echoes
Mike Doig, ZL2BBS

Credit Line: K9YA Telegraph # 4, 2017

I had an odd experience a few years ago, which, maybe,
might count as the longest delayed radio echo on record.

To explain it properly, I have to go back a while. Before
moving to New  Zeland in 1973, I held the call sign
G3ROA. Before leaving England I asked the post office
not to reallocate the call, because I might return one day
and want to claim it back. I got a nice letter saying they
would do as I asked. I check on qrz.com occasionally to
make sure nobody has my old call sign.

So, imagine my annoyance when I heard a watery signal
on 20- meters one evening: “CQ CQ CQ  de G3ROA
G3ROA K K.” Strangely, although the signal was about
S5, it was the only European station I could hear. Well,
must be someone pirating my old call, I thought, and the
only way to deal with pirates is to call them and try to
embarrass them in some way. I decided to play it cool to
start with.

ZL2BBS

“G3ROA G3ROA  de ZL2BBS ZL2BBS KN”

Back he came straight away, and we exchanged signal
reports and names. Turns out his name was Mike, just
like mine. Then it got really weird. His QTH was the
same I lived in. His rig , he claimed, was a Heathkit DX-
40  and a Halicrafters SX- 28  receiver.

Back when I was 17 years old and still at high school, I
had a DX-40 and trusty old SX- 28. The DX-40 WAS
CRYSTALL CONTROLLED, AND I ONLY HAD ONE
CRYSTALL: 7008 kHz. So I looked at the frequency
display on the transceiver, and yeas, there we were on
14016.

By now I was feeling very uncomfortable. After another
couple of overs I was uncomfortable still, this operator,
whoever he was, was using a bug, and had a quirky way
of sending “P”: dit daaah dah dit, with an overload first
dash. I use a keyer nowadays, and it had almost slipped
my mind, but I got told off for doing exactly the same
thing when I was a young operator!

Anyway, Mike with the DX-40 said it was his first QSO
with a ZL and would I please QSL, and so on and so
forth. He signed off with “HPE CUAGN SN,” and I sat for
a long time staring at my rig.

After a while, although feeling foolish, I decided to dig out
my old logbooks. I have always been in the habit of
recording in the front of each logbook the equipment and
antennas I use and the date on which anything changes.
I found my old G3ROA logs and looked at the entries
during the period when I had the DX-40. There were
about 40 pages worth, which reminded me how keen I
was newly licensed operator. A lot of the QSOs were
made at 2 or 3 o’clock in the morning. Anyway, according
to the logs, G3ROA had never worked a ZL during this
period. I was relieved about this, but then I felt even more
foolish.

There was one last act in this strange and unnerving
story. I decided to send a QASL card to G3ROA, via
bureau. After a few month the card came back to me,
and across the back was simply written: No longer
active.
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Time Warp on 20 Meter
Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW

LDE: what is it: Is it truth or myth? I believe you already
have read the article “Ultra Long Delayed Echoes”
written by Mike Doig, ZL2BBS. The article was published
in K9YA Telegraph # 4, 2017. Yes, it is April article that
just may smile you. However, some April articles are not
like April articles but… The small notes described what
was happened with me and it is not an April joke…

Below I paste email that was received me in answer for
my QSL for QSO with K5H. I have very good
remembered the QSO… 20 meters band was empty and
hissing when suddenly I heard very loud signals from
K5H. Not bad! Pile up was going!

I heard that lots ham stations from USA worked with the
K5H. As usual in answer it was their call sign and 599. I
have called the station and then worked with K5H without
problem. Propagation was lasted no more the 10
minutes. Then 20 meters became again hissing without
any ham signals.

I sent QSL to K5H and received email pasted below in
answer. What it was my QSO with K5H- QSO with pirate,
my mistake with other 3 letter station sounds in CW close
to K5H or Time Warp? I do not know…

73!
Igor, VA3ZNW
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Antenna Manuscript
Antenna Manuscript

FOREWORD…….

My friends a new book from AntenTop Magazine is before
you. The book is named Antenna Manuscript and
devoted, of course, to antennas. You might ask me, OK,
there are lots books on antennas around, why this new one
is published and who needs the book…

Well, by the way it is not a real book. As you can see the
title it is a Manuscript. It is like a notebook where lovely
schematics are redrawn by a ham.
Many of old timers still remember the golden days of Radio
when there were no internet and printers and only printed
magazines were circulated. At the times lots of amateurs
had thick notebook with schematics and sketches that were
drawn by hand from some magazines, books and just from
rag conversation on the amateurs Bands. The notebook
also kept some photos with ham schematics and letters
from other hams with describing of antennas, ham
equipment and pages with rules of the nearest contests…
All time the photos, letters, pages fell down from the
notebook… and they are lost under the table… it was not
funny but it was real ham life. This notebook was the most
valuable source of information in the shack.

So before you it is the same old notebook. It is not a Super
Book with formulas and tons information. It is not a
textbook. It is just a variant of old good notebook with
informal information on antennas that may be useful for all
amateurs. All of the information was taken from AntenTop
Magazine and included practical designs proved by others
amateurs. Because of the modern technologies I do not
redraw the schematics from the site I just used my
computer to create this notebook. Because of the modern
technologies I may share the notebook, the Antenna
Manuscript, with you and with the all amateurs over the
World.

Antenna manuscript is a special amateur book. You may
open this one on any page and begin reading. Magic of
antennas enchanted you. It is just like a reading of a
detective book. You will find antenna design that you would
like to do or just ideas about antennas suitable for your
location.

Antenna Manuscript

Printed Copy

Antenna Manuscript helps you find antenna for
apartment, for cottage, for small townhouse and a
separately house, gives ideas on expedition antennas.
There are only described simple antennas that are not
required lots experience in tuning, costly tools,
hardware stuff or costly control equipment. Anyway the
Antenna Manuscript helps you go in the Air from
almost any conditions. Antenna Manuscript is one
more brick in your antenna fundament.

In conclusion: always all books from the AntenTop
Magazine are free. You may download the Antenna
Manuscript to your computer and share the book with
fellow amateurs. You may print the Antenna
Manuscript if you like it. I have loaded the Antenna
Manuscript to Amazon so you may get printed version
of the book for good price. Small amount from the book
will go to support www.antentop.org . Thanks to all
who ordered the Antenna Manuscript.

Link to load the book:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_Antenna_Manuscript.htm
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Antenna Theory

Antenna Theory
Excellent Book from US Army Signal Center
Very simple words about very complicated things

Contents

Lesson 1: Antenna Principles and Characteristics

Lesson 2: Tactical Antennas

And more…..

Link to load the book:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_antenna_th.htm

Antenna Theory
Excellent Book from US Army Signal Center

Very simple words about very complicated things

The Book is taken from : http://www.Radionerds.com

http://www.Radionerds.com is a completely free and
open resource for radio restoration information. Our goal
is information preservation, not control and restrictions.
We want you to copy and duplicate these manuals
anywhere you wish, the point here is to make these
manuals so easy to find on the internet, that no one
would bother to buy a CD or try some CIA/MI-6 scheme
of authentication to allow you to have something that is
PUBLIC DOMAIN. That's right citizens, US Military
manuals are all Public Domain!... copy them - all of
them... put them on your own site, put them on your
friend's site, copy them to a thumb drive and send to
your Aunt Minnie, whatever. Selling them or restricting
access is *wrong*, that's why we're making it easy for
everyone to get them - for free! You can help to keep our
site at the top of search engines by linking back to us.
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Fundamentals of Single- Sideband
Communication

Fundamentals of Single- Sideband Communication

Excellent Book from US Army from 1961 year

Very simple words about very complicated things

Contents

Chapter 1. Introduction to Single- Sideband
Communication

Section I. General
II. Comparison of single-sideband with am. and

fm systems
III. Nature of single- sideband signals
IV. Sideband filters

Chapter 2. Single – sideband Exciters

Section I. General
II. Sideband generator
III. Frequency translation

IV. Linear amplifiers

Chapter 3. RF Linear – Power Amplifiers and Output
Circuits

Section I. Introduction
II. Power amplifier circuits
III. Linear – power amplifier tuning and loading

Chapter 4. Single Sideband Receiver

Section I. Introduction
II. Stage- by- stage analysis

And more…..

Link to load the book:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_single_sideband.htm

Fundamentals of Single- Sideband Communication

Excellent Book from US Army from 1961 year
Very simple words about very complicated things

The Book is taken from : http://www.Radionerds.com

http://www.Radionerds.com is a completely free and
open resource for radio restoration information. Our goal
is information preservation, not control and restrictions.
We want you to copy and duplicate these manuals
anywhere you wish, the point here is to make these
manuals so easy to find on the internet, that no one
would bother to buy a CD or try some CIA/MI-6 scheme
of authentication to allow you to have something that is
PUBLIC DOMAIN. That's right citizens, US Military
manuals are all Public Domain!... copy them - all of
them... put them on your own site, put them on your
friend's site, copy them to a thumb drive and send to
your Aunt Minnie, whatever. Selling them or restricting
access is *wrong*, that's why we're making it easy for
everyone to get them - for free! You can help to keep our
site at the top of search engines by linking back to us.
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Radio Operator’s Handbook

Radio Operator’s Handbook

Excellent Book from US Marine Corps

Very simple words about very complicated things

Contents

Chapter 1. Radio Principles

Section I. Theory and Propagation

Basic Components of Radio Equipment
Radio Waves
Radio Wave Propagation

Section II. Modulation and Single Side Band
Transmission

Modulation
Single Side Band Transmission

Chapter 2. Single- Channel Radio

Single – Channel Radio Communications Equipment
High Frequency Radio
Very High Frequency Radio
Ultrahigh Frequency Radio
Data Communications

Chapter 3. Equipment Sitting and Grounding
Techniques

High Frequency
Very High Frequency and Ultrahigh Frequency
Grounding Techniques
Data Communications

Chapter 4. Antennas

High Frequency Antennas
Very High Frequency Antennas
Antenna Length

And more…..

Link to load the book:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_radio_operator.htm

Radio Operator’s Handbook
Excellent Book from US Marine Corps

Very simple words about very complicated things

The Book is taken from : http://www.Radionerds.com

http://www.Radionerds.com is a completely free and
open resource for radio restoration information. Our goal
is information preservation, not control and restrictions.
We want you to copy and duplicate these manuals
anywhere you wish, the point here is to make these
manuals so easy to find on the internet, that no one
would bother to buy a CD or try some CIA/MI-6 scheme
of authentication to allow you to have something that is
PUBLIC DOMAIN. That's right citizens, US Military
manuals are all Public Domain!... copy them - all of
them... put them on your own site, put them on your
friend's site, copy them to a thumb drive and send to
your Aunt Minnie, whatever. Selling them or restricting
access is *wrong*, that's why we're making it easy for
everyone to get them - for free! You can help to keep our
site at the top of search engines by linking back to us.
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Radio Fundamentals

Radio Fundamentals

One more book from far 1944…

Contents

Introduction to radio
Circuit elements and symbols
Tuned circuits
Vacuum tubes
Vacuum tubes detectors
Vacuum tube amplifiers
Tuned radio- frequency receiver
Power supplies
Vacuum tube oscillators
Continuous wave transmitters
Modulated transmitters
Frequency modulation
Antennas, radiation, and wave propagation
Very high- frequency communication
Cathode- ray tube
Radio direction finding
Care and maintenance of radio equipment

And more…..

Link to load the book:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_fundamentals.htm

Radio Fundamentals
a Book from 1944

The Book is taken from : http://www.Radionerds.com

http://www.Radionerds.com is a completely free and
open resource for radio restoration information. Our
goal is information preservation, not control and
restrictions. We want you to copy and duplicate these
manuals anywhere you wish, the point here is to make
these manuals so easy to find on the internet, that no
one would bother to buy a CD or try some CIA/MI-6
scheme of authentication to allow you to have
something that is PUBLIC DOMAIN. That's right
citizens, US Military manuals are all Public Domain!...
copy them - all of them... put them on your own site,
put them on your friend's site, copy them to a thumb
drive and send to your Aunt Minnie, whatever. Selling
them or restricting access is *wrong*, that's why we're
making it easy for everyone to get them - for free! You
can help to keep our site at the top of search engines
by linking back to us.
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History of the Squad Radio

History of the Squad Radio

So, how this it was beginning? I am sure that lots of hams
do not any imagine of the first handie talkie portable
radio…. For this time of MOTOROLLA, KENWOOD,
ICOM (and so on) we completely forget the fairly days
when almost every country made the own military handie
talkie portable radio. The report describes some of the
ancient mobile devices.

Requirement for Radio Set AN/PRC-6  were formally
stated in March 1945 Intended primarily as a replacement
for Radio Set SCR- 536, the PRC-6  was to be used as a
means of communication between foot troops of the most
forward elements (company platoon) and between
infantry and close support armored elements. This new
set had to be compatible with Radio Sets SCR- 300 and
GRC- 3 through 8 (B) and had to have a range of 300
yards in jungle and 1 mile in rolling terrain.

Link to load the book:

http://www.antentop.org/library/shelf_squad_radio.htm

Squad Radio AN/PRC- 30

The Book is taken from : http://www.Radionerds.com

http://www.Radionerds.com is a completely free and
open resource for radio restoration information. Our goal
is information preservation, not control and restrictions.
We want you to copy and duplicate these manuals
anywhere you wish, the point here is to make these
manuals so easy to find on the internet, that no one would
bother to buy a CD or try some CIA/MI-6 scheme of
authentication to allow you to have something that is
PUBLIC DOMAIN. That's right citizens, US Military
manuals are all Public Domain!... copy them - all of
them... put them on your own site, put them on your
friend's site, copy them to a thumb drive and send to your
Aunt Minnie, whatever. Selling them or restricting access
is *wrong*, that's why we're making it easy for everyone
to get them - for free! You can help to keep our site at the
top of search engines by linking back to us.
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Tree Telephone and Telegraphy
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ANTENTOP is FREE e- magazine, made in PDF,
devoted to antennas and amateur radio. Everyone
may share his experience with others hams on the
pages. Your opinions and articles are published
without any changes, as I know, every your word has
the mean.

A little note, I am not native English, so, of course,
there are some sentence and grammatical mistakes
there… Please, be indulgent!

Publishing: If you have something for share with
your friends, and if you want to do it FREE, just send
me an email. Also, if you want to offer for publishing
any stuff from your website, you are welcome!

Copyright: Here, at ANTENTOP, we just follow
traditions of FREE flow of information in our great
radio hobby around the world. A whole issue of
ANTENTOP may be photocopied, printed, pasted
onto websites. We don't want to control this process.
It comes from all of us, and thus it belongs to all of
us. This doesn't mean that there are no copyrights.
There is! Any work is copyrighted by the author. All
rights to a particular work are reserved by the author.

Copyright Note: Dear friends, please, note, I respect
Copyright. Always, when I want to use some stuff for
ANTENTOP, I ask owners about it. But… sometimes my
efforts have no success. I have some very interesting
stuff from closed websites however their owners keep
silence… as well as I have no response on some my
emails from some owners

I have a big collection of pictures. I have got the pictures
and stuff in different ways, from FREE websites, from
commercial CDs, intended for FREE using, and so on...
I use to the pictures (and seldom, some stuff from free
and closed websites) in ANTENTOP. If the owners of
the Copyright stuff have concern, please, contact with
me, I immediately remove any Copyright stuff, or, if it is
necessary, all needed references will be made there.
Business Advertising: ANTENTOP is not a
commercial magazine. Authors and I (Igor Grigorov,
the editor of the magazine) do not get any profit from any
issue. But of course, I do not mention from commercial
ads in ANTENTOP. It allows me to do the magazine in
most great way, allows me to pay some money for
authors to compensate their hard work.
So, if you want paste a commercial advertisement in
ANTENTOP, please contact me.

Book Advertising: I believe that Book Advertising is a
noncommercial advertisement. So, Book Advertising is
FREE at ANTENTOP. Contact with me for details.

And, of course, tradition approach to ANY stuff of the
magazine:

BEWARE:

All the information you find at AntenTop website and
any hard (printed) copy of the AnTentop Publications
are only for educational and/or private use! I and/or
authors of the AntenTop e- magazine are not
responsible for everything including disasters/deaths
coming from the usage of the data/info given at
AntenTop website/hard (printed) copy of the
magazine.

You use all these information of your own
risk.


